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Preface
From its founding, the Registrars CommitteeвЂ™s mission has supported the professional development of its
members. As articulated in our Operating Rules and Procedures (1978), the RC-AAM вЂњendeavor[s] to
increase professionalism among museum registrars through educational programs and publications,
establish standards of professional practice, and create an atmosphere of understanding and respect, of
communication and cooperation.вЂќ
These session summaries, based on the American Association of Museums presentations at the 2007
Annual Meeting in Chicago, IL, and at the seminar вЂњBest Practices in Collections Stewardship: Writing a
Collections Management Policy SeminarвЂќ in San Francisco, CA, exemplify this mission. The session
titles make clear the role of the registrar in collections stewardship. Some of the sessions, such as those on
theft, disaster planning, and integrated pest management, address best practices in the nuts and bolts of
collections work, while others dealing with intellectual property and web networking anticipate the future
of the field.
In authoring these summaries, the fellowship recipients contribute not only to their own professional
development but, more broadly, to that of the Registrars Committee membership. We are pleased to
share their work.
Genevieve Fisher
Chair, RC-AAM Fellowship Task Force
Registrar
Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA
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Session Reviews
By
Crozier Fine Arts Travel Fellowship Recipients
Hand-Carries: Are They Extinct?
Sunday, May 13, 2007
Chair:
Devon Pyle-Vowles, Collections Manager, Adler Planetarium and Astronomy Museum,
Chicago, IL
Presenters:
Scott Pfeifer, Vice President, Masterpiece International, Ltd., Elk Grove Village, IL
Darrell Green, Associate Registrar, Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Reviewer:
Sharon Steckline, Head of Registration, Asian Art Museum, San Francisco, CA
Devon Pyle-Vowles discussed the basics of hand-carries to begin the session: proper packing should
make it easy for one person to hand-carry and place the object on or under the seat in front of him or her
on an airplane, a train, a truck, or a car. The courierвЂ™s job is to remain with the hand-carry at all times.
Pyle-Vowles then stated that the practice of hand-carrying is not obsoleteвЂ”it is still utilized by museums
every dayвЂ”and that many museums do not have hand-carry policies in place but that they should.
Pyle-Vowles provided a вЂњChecklist for Planning a Hand-CarryвЂќ that would be useful in determining
whether or not to transport the object(s) this way. It includes 10 factors to consider, among them cost,
distance, means of transport, and the number and availability of staff needed. Other topics included
educating the courier, notifying the borrowing institution, obtaining the support items that the courier will
need (cell phone, maps, credit cards, etc.), and determining the need for and implementing packing tasks
such as waterproofing and/or air circulation. Planning the travel itinerary was also noted, as was
developing emergency backup plans. Pyle-Vowles also stressed the need to brief the courier for the trip at
least one month in advance. The loan notebook is an important tool for the courier; it should contain all
documentation relating to the loan: copies of the signed loan agreement(s), good photograph(s) of the
object(s), condition report(s), important contact information, and many other items.
Pyle-Vowles gave several examples of situations that she has been involved with at the Adler
Planetarium. Some of the issues that came up were ones of availability: Do the staff acting as couriers
have any medical issues? Are their driving records clean? Does an insurance value or any other
restrictions apply to the object(s)? Does the staff need training beyond learning all the information
previously noted? A great resource for all these considerations is the RC-AAM document вЂњA Code of
Practice for Couriering Museum Objects,вЂќ in The New Museum Registration Methods, edited by Rebecca
Buck and Jean Allman Gilmore (Washington: American Association of Museums, 1998), pp. 355-358.
The next presenter was Scott Pfeifer, who spoke to the issues of hand-carried objects from the freight
forwarderвЂ™s point of view. He first suggested finding an alternative way to ship the object, such as an
exclusive-use truck, a fine art shuttle (unless a courier is required), or the cargo hold of an airplane. A
wide-body plane must be used when shipping this kind of cargo, so it can be placed in a container or
palletized. (On other types of planes, cargo travels as luggage; it can not be secured in any way and is
therefore vulnerable to falling over and to being lost or stolen.) The number of wide-bodies that fly
domestically is decreasing.
Pfeifer provided a handout, вЂњImportant Dimensions to Know for Planning a Hand-Carry in an Airplane
Cabin,вЂќ along with a copy of a blank customs declaration form. He said the hand-carry should not look in
any way like a weapon. A fine art shipper can assist at the airport with regard to current Transportation
Security Administration guidelines; for instance, if an object does not fit through the X-ray machine, the
shipper can assist with hand inspection in a private area. The crate or case should be made so it is easy to
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open; simple latches and a lock and key are best. The courier should expect a physical search of the case
at the departure and arrival airports. Usually the fine art shipperвЂ™s representative cannot board the plane
with the courier, and it is important that the courier be able to carry the object easily and safely. The
courier may ask the gate agent for permission to pre-board. Sometimes an extra seat must be purchased
for a hand-carry; packages designated for placement in a seat may not be any larger than 20вЂќ x 19вЂќ x 30,вЂќ
must be placed in a seat with fixed armrests, and must be secured with a seatbelt. Storing a hand-carry in
a first-class or business-class cabin is risky because often flight attendants store their personal belongings
in these areas. The captain or purser has the final authority and discretion not to allow a hand-carry if he
or she thinks it is too large A broker should be waiting for the courier outside customs upon arrival; it is
important that the customs inspector be informed that a broker is waiting there with the relevant
paperwork. Procedures differ widely throughout the world.
The next presenter was Darrell Green, who spoke to the real purpose of doing hand-carries. Green
brought up the terrorist threat in the United Kingdom in 2006, for which the response was to disallow all
carry-on luggage on all planes departing from the U.K. There was very little advance warning in this
situation; unfortunately, instant tightening of security under such circumstances would mean that
suddenly a courier with a hand-carry would not be allowed to board a plane.
Green does not like hand-carries but he recognized that sometimes the method has to be used due to
budget and time constraints. He raised many issues:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Is the object packed safely enough?
Are couriers experienced enough to handle the responsibility?
Do they need to be bonded?
Will they be able to find the broker at the airport?
Did they change their flight or bring an object to their home after they returned?
What if a courier is carrying a case and accidentally trips and falls?
Since couriers on 10-to-15-hour international flights will need to sleep and to use the restroom,
how can they account for the security of the hand-carry at all times?
How much more risk is there with a hand-carry? Most insurance policies allow hand-carries but would
prefer not to insure them. Some of the alternatives are exclusive-use trucks, fine art shuttle services, and
the consolidation of objects with other lendersвЂ™ shipments. It is vital to visualize the courierвЂ™s route if
there is a situation in which the object is being moved quite a bit. With a truck they are put on the truck
and taken off the truck only.
At this point, the panel opened the session up to questions from the audience. Someone asked about the
use of Zipcarsв„ў and subways to transport art. Apparently some New York institutions use this method.
Another person asked about fees charged on hand-carried loans. The topic then veered somewhat away
from hand-carries.
In the end the prevailing feeling among the panel and the audience was that the added level of stress to the
staff person acting as hand-carry courier must be taken into consideration; sometimes the circumstances
can be difficult to bear. At the same time the integrity of the object must be the highest priority, and
excessive movement can be harmful to certain objects. Getting feedback from a conservator would be
helpful. Clearly, other means of transportation should be used when at all possible.
The panelists provided several handouts:
вЂў
Checklist for Planning a Hand-Carry
4
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Hand-Carries: Are they Extinct? (session overview and outline)
Important Dimensions to Know for Planning a Hand-Carry in an Airplane Cabin
Outgoing Loan Expenses Agreement
Responsibilities of a Courier
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Hidden Treasures: Arts and Humanities Collections in Science Museums
Sunday, May 13, 2007
Chair:
Jodi Lacy, Assistant Curator, Adler Planetarium and Astronomy Museum, Chicago, IL
Presenters:
Steve Sullivan, Collections Manager, Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum, Chicago, IL
Leora Siegel, Manager, Lenhardt Library, Chicago Botanic Garden, Glencoe, IL
Reviewer:
Katherine Steiner Stocker, Associate Registrar, The Mint Museums, Charlotte, NC
Jodi Lacy introduced herself, Steve Sullivan, and Leora Siegel, first posing the question, вЂњWhat do you
curate in a planetarium?вЂќ Often museum collections aren't cut and dried. Though a planetarium may not
fit the typical profile of a collecting institution, it may indeed collect objects. Art, history, and science
collections often intersect and can be found in atypical repositories, even libraries. There are special
issues surrounding caring for and exposing collections in science museums, and Jodi and the other
panelists discussed some of those issues during the course of the session.
Lacy, the first speaker, stated that the Adler's вЂњhiddenвЂќ collections consist mainly of scientific
instruments, historical scientific publications, and archival material. Max Adler purchased astronomical
instruments, and the staff has continued to add to this collection, resulting in approximately 2,000 objects.
By incorporating these materials into their presentation, science museums can use art or history to make
science less intimidating.
Hidden collections can develop in several ways:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Accident: in the case of the Adler, staff purchased science books and instruments over time to
help in their jobs. Those items were current when purchased, but later became out-of-date or
obsolete.
On purpose: the staff might choose to collect certain items of historical interest that support the
mission.
Because the museum exists: items related to the history of the institution become incorporated
into the archival collection.
Where are these collections hiding?
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Sometimes museums have backlogs of uncatalogued material, especially when large collections
arrive
Sometimes material is catalogued and in storage, but is вЂњhidingвЂќ because staff, scholars, and the
public may not be aware of the collection
Sometimes material actually is in plain view on-line, through publications, or in exhibitions
How can science museums get the word out?
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Public relations (public)
Newsletters and list serves (scholars)
Behind-the-scenes tours
Brochures and other publications
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Sullivan spoke next about both the challenges and the resources surrounding his collection. He noted the
following challenges at Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Diverse collections that might not be suitable for display and that have vastly different storage
needs
Remote storage locations so the staff may not be fully aware of all that's available, and the
collections are difficult to access
Small staff and high staff turnover
Several recent moves have led to a processing backlog
Variety of storage conditions and issues
Dependence upon volunteers who must work independently
Among the resources, Sullivan identified the following:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
The city's people; there is a large group of people who want to work with the collections if you
take time to recruit them.
High public profile: the Beecher lab attracts students, the museum participates in local events, and
collection tours (Sullivan does about 12 invitation only tours per year).
Donated material (boxes, computers, party food)
Siegal was the final speaker. A recent expansion of the library has led to many hidden treasures coming
to light. The library is open to the public, and the new airier space makes the library more inviting. The
collection contains a large number of rare books, and the expansion has allowed space for two display
cases to highlight these.
Siegal made suggestions for bringing treasures into view:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Hold open house to display items
Do orientation for new staff
Publicize the collection in members newsletters and visitors guides
Work with visitors services to coordinate special events
Make sure your exhibits have the museum вЂњlookвЂќ by coordinating with exhibition staff
Make hidden treasures accessible by employing conservation and digitization
Finally, it helps to have a champion in your director
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Lead from the Middle
Tuesday, May 15, 2007
Co-Chairs:
John Gordy, Director of Outreach Technology, United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum, Washington, DC
Deanna Griffin, Curatorial Planning and Project Manager, Art of Europe, Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, MA
Presenters:
Tracey Rae Beck, Executive Director, American Swedish Historical Museum,
Philadelphia, PA
David Dempsey, Associate Director for Museum Services, Smith College Museum of
Art, Northampton, MA
Heather Ferrell, Director, Salina Art Center, Salina, KS
Erin Quinn, Curator of Collections, City of Greeley Museums, Greeley, CO
Jennifer Pace Robinson, Director, Exhibit Development, The ChildrenвЂ™s Museum of
Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN
Reviewer:
Jenny Yearous, Curator of Collections Management, State Historical Society of North
Dakota, Bismarck, ND
Deanna Griffin introduced the presenters. She noted that museums need effective staffing and that the
staff at all levels needs to be motivated.
Instead of each presenter talking about some aspect of leadership, they acted out a series of вЂњreal lifeвЂќ
situations. A problem was presented, Griffin would comment, and then the вЂњactorsвЂќ solved the problem.
A short question and comment period followed each act. Griffin suggested that the audience watch for
behaviors that cause roadblocks and make situations challenging, so we could learn how to spot them in
our co-workers and in ourselves. Hand-outs guided the discussion. Each act highlighted a different
leadership concept.
Act I: DonвЂ™t Be a Lemming, led by Tracey Rae Beck. The situation dealt with false consensus,
brainstorming, and the willingness to speak oneвЂ™s mind. Lessons learned:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Dare to speak up, but do it diplomatically
Differentiate between brainstorming and decision-making sessions
Create a culture of trust where people can try on crazy ideas for size, but also be honest about
feasibility
Audience members commented about speaking out and warned against letting irrationality and personal
biases control discussions. Instead, staff should look at how things fit into the plan. Beck advised to be
careful of the false consensus. If there is not a culture of trust where people feel free to speak up, create
one.
Act II: Fill the Void, led by Heather Farrell. This act dealt with a director dropping a program on the staff
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without direction, budget, etc. Lessons learned:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Collaborative leadership: everyone can create change, everyone can be a leader
In the absence of a vision, make one up
Pose challenges, questions, and solutions
Are you ready to lead if called upon?
Audience members commented that time as well as money needs to be budgeted, and time should be
budgeted like the money.
Act III: Chat Chain, led by David Dempsey. This act dealt with communication chains and
miscommunication. Lessons learned:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Communicate directly, not in triangles!
Encourage staff to overcome the вЂњfight or flightвЂќ impulse
DonвЂ™t let the organizational chart prevent direct communication
A complaint is an opportunity to mediate with both parities present
Dempsey remarked that the direct line of communication is the best to avoid miscommunication.
Sometimes help is needed to moderate between two individuals, or the discussion needs to be taken up a
level for a decision. The audience noted that often there are rules concerning communication that hinder
direct communication. E-mail chains and triangles are a real problem with cc-ing and bcc-ing. Gordy
commented that in his institution, e-mails were for facts not conversation.
Act IV: If you LEAD it, It Will COME, led by Jennifer Pace Robinson. This act dealt with working styles
of the team. Lessons learned:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Remember вЂњthe ball,вЂќ which represents information. Keep it moving!
Everyone has something to offer, even if they are annoying!
Use вЂњIвЂќ statements to present your ideas and point of view in a non-threatening manner
Staff have a voice and accountability. Have a plan, assign tasks, communicate, have self
awareness, use вЂњIвЂќ statements to soften things, go to supervisor not only with complaints but also
with suggestions/solutions
The audience asked how to work with a вЂњtoxicвЂќ staff member. Panelists proposed using the вЂњIвЂќ statement
to let him or her know that such comments are not constructive but then ask for his or her opinions.
Act V: Coaching vs. Mentoring, led by John Gordy. This looked at the difference between a coach and a
mentor. Lessons learned:
вЂў
вЂў
ItвЂ™s good to have a coach in your office, but remember that she has a stake in your performance
Look for a mentor outside your organization for honest guidance
Griffin wrapped up by asking for any final questions or comments from the audience. Among those made:
вЂњWhile you can lead from the middle, you also need a strong top,вЂќ вЂњSometimes you need to overlook
hierarchy and do what makes sense for the museum,вЂќ and вЂњAllow for differences in personalities and
work styles.вЂќ
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Published Resources
Ciampa, Dan
2005 вЂњAlmost Ready: How Leaders Move Up.вЂќ Harvard Business Review. Preprint R0501D.
Harvey, Jerry B
2004 вЂњThe Abilene Paradox: the Management of Agreement.вЂќ Organizational Dynamics (3) 1.
Patterson Kerry, et al
2002 Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When Stakes Are High. New York: McGraw-Hill.
Stone, Douglas, et al
2000 Difficult Conversations: How to Discuss What Matters Most. New York: Penguin.
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Art TheftвЂ”You CAN Do Something About It!
Tuesday, May 15, 2007
Chair:
William Powers, Facility Manager, Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute,
Williamstown, MA
Presenter:
Stevan Layne, President and CEO, Layne Consultants International, Dillon, CO
Reviewer:
Katherine Steiner Stocker, Associate Registrar, The Mint Museums, Charlotte, NC
William Powers introduced Steve Layne, the owner of Layne Consultants International which specializes
in security systems assessment and design.
Employees, volunteers, and vendors should receive background screening. To successfully accomplish
this, the following steps should be taken:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Completed application for employees and volunteers
Waiver of Liability authorizing former employers, schools, government agencies and the like to
release information about someone without risk of liability; the museum should request a waiver
anytime it releases information about a former employee also
Personal interview
Always check for a criminal history, verify employment, and check references
Check credit history and motor vehicle records
Each state has a criminal history records depository. The museum should research records where the
subject has lived, worked, and gone to school. For contact information in by state, e-mail [email protected].
Always begin by contacting the local police and asking what information they are able to share.
Contact information for U.S. courts, motor vehicle records, workers comp records and much more is
included in BRB Publications, Inc. at <www.brbpub.com> or 1-800-929-3811.
For quick and easy background checks, contact <www.securtest.com>.
Layne then discussed how to secure the museum facility. The following safeguards should be
incorporated to secure the perimeter:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Motion or dusk to dawn lighting
Restricted parkingвЂ”if the museumвЂ™s security staff is familiar with cars in the lot, they are better
able to recognize something amiss
Security landscaping
Be sure all building access points are secured, including roof hatches, ventilation shafts,
doorways, and windows
Doorways should have secured exterior hinge pins, reinforced or steel frames, hardened steel
striker plates with 4вЂќ screws through frame, double cylinder dead bolt locks, and concealed
magnetic or high security magnetic security sensors
Window glass should have security coating or be made of Lexan, should have area glass break
discriminators, and may benefit from an exterior steel grating
In the interior, the following safeguards are appropriate:
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вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Lock all doors equipped with locks
Dual technology or higher motion sensors should be used
Security should follow detailed opening and closing checklists
Exhibit security should include:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Use security screws for exhibit cases or alternate Phillips and flat head
Use security hangers for 2-D works
Employ secure video surveillance
Layne provided a sample opening checklist:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Observe building perimeter and parking
Call police if there are any signs of breaking and enteringвЂ“do not enter!
Disable alarms
Walk interior
Check storage areas, admin areas
At closing, Layne suggested the following sample closing checklist:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Lock all exterior doors
Check entire building, including offices, storage, and exhibitions
Disconnect all appliances
Open all cash drawers, and place all funds in safe (open drawers make it clear that there is no
money)
Secure all keys
Check interior/exterior lighting
Check opening windows
Set night lighting and alarm system(s)
Walk entire perimeter and note vehicle plates
Note burned out lights, suspicious persons, vehicles, activities
Secure perimeter gates
Note time of departure
Contractor activities also require security precautions:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Have vendors perform criminal checks on staff visiting your facility; a list of personnel showing
DOB and results of checks must be provided
Allow entry/exit through designated door only and require photo ID
Have work schedules, including a listing of power tools, hammers, or special equipment to be
used, submitted one week in advance
Require prior coordination if the contractor needs to move, cover, or perform work within five
feet of objects, for any use of an open flame (welding, etc.), and for interruption of utilities or
security systems
All containers should be subject to inspection
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вЂў
Contractor personnel must remain in work area except for use of restrooms closest to work area;
no visitors are allowed
When selecting vendors you should look for the following:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
At least five years experience
Nationally distributed product line
Properly licensed and insured
List of five references
Pre-bid walk through
Written proposal
For museums on a key, system, control is crucial to security:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Store all keys in locked key cabinet in secured area
Key tags should identify keys by number or other code only
All safes/vaults should be locked at all times
Keys found lying about should be secured
Utilize separate keyways for each category of secured areas, i.e., perimeter gates, perimeter
doors, interior general doors, and interior restricted doors
Keys should be issued after signed authorization by supervisor, signed for by employee, and
collected upon termination
Conduct an annual key inventory
Change keyways when keys cannot be located or retrieved
Layne encouraged agency coordination:
вЂў
вЂў
Contact emergency agencies now and invite them to tour facility
Provide structural fire plan containing floor layouts and locations of alarm panels, hose
connections, hydrants, exits and stairwells, and hazardous or flammable materials to each agency
and maintain condensed version to be carried by chief operating officer
Report losses immediately to local police, the FBI Art Crimes Unit, and the Art Loss Register:
Art Loss Register
20 East 46th Street Ste 1402
NY, NY 10017
212-297-0941
[email protected]
At the end of his presentation, Layne responded to a number of questions:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Access cards? Nice to remove access immediately, computer printout of who has accessed an
area
How is a picture ID validated? You don't, but this is the best you can do.
The security risk of distributing the museumвЂ™s floor plan to the public?: This is a risk. The
museum should share its floor plan with the police and the fire department, but certainly not with
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вЂў
вЂў
the general public. If your museum works with a volunteer fire department, even more caution
might be appropriate
Who should have access to the museum security control room? Only security staff should have
access. Police or fire department should not be granted access.
On-Line and Published Resources
Museum Security Newsletter
[email protected]
Ruffini, Joseph A.
2006 When Terror Comes to Main Street: A Citizens Guide to Terror Awareness Preparedness and
Prevention. Denver: Archangel Group.
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Insider Theft and Employee Dishonesty within Cultural Institutions
Tuesday, May 15, 2007
Chair:
Holly Hotchner, Museum Director, Museum of Arts and Design, New York, NY
Presenters:
David, Shillingford, Director of Marketing and Operations, the Art Loss Register, New
York, NY
Bonnie Magness-Gardiner, Manager, FBI Art Theft Program, Washington, DC
Dorit Straus, Chubb Group of Insurance Companies, New York, NY
Reviewer:
Sharon Steckline, Head of Registration, Asian Art Museum, San Francisco, CA
Holly Hotchner opened the session by mentioning that it had been conceived out of information gathered
at the previous yearвЂ™s meeting. When asked whether their institutions had experienced thefts, about half
of those in attendance had raised their hands. Hotchner then introduced the panelists.
David Shillingford gave the introduction, presenting fifteen case studies that illustrated the вЂњwho, what,
where, how, and whyвЂќ of museum theft. In only some of these cases were the missing items recovered.
Shillingford commented that most people who work at museums have higher-than-average ethical
standards. Then he showed a group of images of people who fit our preconceived notions of hardened
criminals, followed by images of the actual thieves in the case studies he presented. Interestingly, the
images of some of the people in the latter group fit our preconceived notions of law-abiding citizens.
Then he asked the audience whether they thought the existence of the Internet had made art theft easier or
more difficult. Most people thought art theft had become easier in the age of the Internet.
The first case presented was regarding Hobcaw Barony, a wildlife refuge and plantation in South
Carolina. Samuel Eugene вЂњSammyвЂќ McIntosh II, formerly an antiques dealer in Charleston, was arrested
in September 2003 and charged with three counts of breach of trust with fraudulent intent in connection
with artwork and furnishings missing from Hobcaw Barony. McIntosh had served for thirteen years as
live-in curator at Hobcaw Barony. He had been let go the previous February for reasons unconnected to
the theft; before he left for good in July, he called the police to report a break-in and robbery. It was
determined that McIntosh was the thief; he was sentenced to three years in prison, with the sentence
suspended to 18 monthsвЂ™ probation. The missing items were not recovered.
Details of some of the other cases presented include:
вЂў
вЂў
The Library of CongressвЂ”which contains some 530 miles of bookshelves with more than 134
million items, including books and other printed materials, recordings, photographs, maps, music
items, and manuscriptsвЂ”has identified six thefts since 1990; some 27,000 maps and 30,000
books are missing.
In 1994 officials at the Vatican determined that Anthony J. Melnikas, a retired Ohio State
University art history professor, had stolen a number of pages from rare books in the Vatican
Library over a number of years. (He had been visiting the Vatican for more than 30 years; he
became well known there and had been given good access.) He consigned two 14th-century
Spanish folios to an art dealer in Akron in 1995. The dealer visited MelnikasвЂ™ residence and
recognized some important manuscripts that were framed and hanging on his walls. Melnikas was
eventually prosecuted and the pages returned.
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вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
E. Forbes Smiley III, a dealer in rare manuscripts and maps, was arrested in 2005 for stealing rare
maps from the Yale University Rare Books and Manuscripts Library and potentially from other
significant sources all over the world. Well known in the field of rare manuscripts, Smiley
apparently was a social climber and was вЂњcollectingвЂќ these documents in an attempt to reach a
higher status.
The theft of dozens of Olympic medals and trophies occurred at the International Swimming Hall
of Fame in Fort Lauderdale, FL, in 2004. A temporary maintenance worker, who was filling in
for his injured brother, tried to sell some of the stolen items on eBay. A sting was set up and the
perpetrator was caught.
Max Ary, the former director of the Kansas Cosmosphere and Space Center (1976вЂ“2002), was
indicted on charges of stealing and selling artifacts from the space flight museum in Hutchinson,
KS. Ary had felt a sense of entitlement to the artifacts as he had built the institution up from
scratch. The artifacts were found in his home.
A Wisconsin Historical Society curator was arrested in 2000 for stealing Native American
artifacts from the institution after a rare war club was spotted for sale on-line. He had been
stealing items since he began working at the historical society in 1995.
In 2003 an exterminator at the Australian Museum in Sydney was convicted of stealing more than
2,000 objects, including actual dolphins and lions that were discovered in his home and in
relativesвЂ™ homes. He had been stealing for years and had set up his own private museum. The
number of objects stolen was determined when the museum completed an inventory.
Last July, officials at the Hermitage announced that more than 220 icons, jewelry, and other
artifacts were missing from one of its departments. The curator had died suddenly, and her
husband eventually confessed that both he and his wife had been involved in the thefts, which he
said had taken place over several years. They sold pieces the items his wife had smuggled out to
antique dealers and pawnshops. Some of the dealers had offered to return the stolen items to the
museum.
One of the most famous insider thefts was of the Mona Lisa in 1911. An employee had stolen it
and kept it for more than two years and was trying to sell it to an Italian museum because he
thought it should be displayed in its country of origin.
The next speaker, Bonnie Magniss-Gardiner, spoke about responses by law enforcement to museum
thefts. Magniss-Gardiner described the FBIвЂ™s Art Theft Program, where she is responsible for the
National Stolen Art File (NSAF). The program was created in 2004, partly spurred by the looting of
IraqвЂ™s National Museum in Baghdad. The program has a team composed of twelve special agents, each
responsible for addressing art and cultural property crimes in a different geographic region. The
Department of Justice has assigned three special trial attorneys to the program, which has recovered 850
objects worth more than $65 million. Federal law makes it a crime to transport cross state lines any
domestic or foreign goods more than 100 years old and valued at $5,000 or more without the proper
documentation. The FBI National Theft Program will file police reports when the stolen artifact has a
value of over $2,000. There is a 20-year statute of limitations for the prosecution of crimes discovered by
the program.
There seem to be no trends among museum thieves regarding such physical characteristics as age, race,
and gender, and these persons need not be glamorous. Some 83% of museum thefts are perpetrated by
individuals trusted by the institutions from which they steal, including staffвЂ”from janitors to directorsвЂ”
as well as other insiders such as volunteers and patrons. Most of the thefts are from storage areas.
In 1997 the Historical Society of Pennsylvania discovered that some Civil War swords and rifles were
missing from its collection. The society interviewed all staff and searched the entire building. It then
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undertook a complete inventory of collections to see if any other objects were missing. Agents from the
FBI Art Theft team interviewed a dealer of Civil War artifacts who knew of someone with a large
collection of such objects in his home. When they visited this home the collector was not there, but his
daughter showed them hundreds of objects worth more than $5 million. It turned out the museumвЂ™s janitor
had been taking objects for some eight or nine years when he met this collector, who paid him $8,000 for
the stolen objects. The janitor and the collector were each sentenced to only one year in prison.
When a Goya painting was stolen en route from Toledo Museum of Art to the Guggenheim Museum in
New York, the decision was made to publicize the theft, and a few days later the painting was recovered.
Magniss-GardinerвЂ™s general theme was that it is very important to inventory and keep track of who has
access to your collection. She suggested the following:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Catalogue every object, including such information as the type, title, maker, date or period of the
object
Implement security measures such as monitoring the collections and escorting all visitors
Do criminal background checks on all potential employees
Always protect a crime scene
Call the police and the insurance company immediately if a something is even thought to be
missing
Prepare a media statement in conjunction with law enforcement.
Magness-Gardiner can be contacted directly at [email protected] or (202) 324-6668.
The final speaker was Dorit Straus of the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies, who addressed art
strategy and underwriting. Straus talked about how the business community handles internal theft. Theft
can occur in many forms, among them embezzlement, forgery, computer crime, and theft of inventory
and assets (theft from collections). Workplace fraud is an everyday occurrence in business, and deception
is a key element. Some of the reasons employees steal are that the opportunity is there (this is the most
effectively controlled), pressure or incentive (the why and when), rationalization (to blame someone else
or a sense of entitlementвЂ”such as the perception of not enough salary or a moral justification). She also
brought up losses that are not recoupable. In addition to irreplaceable works (notwithstanding any
financial reimbursement from insurance companies), these losses include disruption of operations, time
spent with law enforcement, and the effects of adverse publicity.
It is, of course, possible to reduce the risk through loss control efforts. Straus suggested implementing the
following policies and procedures for effective oversight:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Background screening of potential employees
Practices such as mandatory vacation policies to decrease employee dissatisfaction
Museum-wide annual signing of an agreement such as a code of ethics or code of conduct
Zero tolerance for fraud
Fraud awareness programs, including internal audit procedures and fraud deterrence programs,
which create the perception that your institution will be harsh to criminals
Effective follow-up and investigation programs, including fraud reporting programs
Cooperation with law enforcement
Monitoring the institution for the breakdown and/or violations of these policies
Asset management and loss control considerations include:
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вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Keep detailed inventory records
Use tamper-resistant ID tags
Implement physical security measures and building access control
Take periodic physical inventories
Investigate inventory discrepancies
Rotate staff duties so that no one person is doing the same secure task continuously
There was a limited amount of time for questions. Straus was asked whether employers do regular
background checks on persons already on staff. She replied that unfortunately this rarely happens.
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Traveling Exhibits: The Nuts and Bolts are In; Let's Travel
Tuesday, May 15, 2007
Chair:
Michelle Torres-Carmona, Director, Scheduling and Exhibitor Relations, Smithsonian
Traveling Exhibition Service, Washington, DC
Presenters:
Cathryn Feree Bork, Associate VP, Exhibits, The Children's Museum of Indianapolis, IN
Whitney Owens, Traveling Exhibitions Manager, The Field Museum, Chicago, IL
Tamara Wooten-Bonner, Director, Exhibitions and Publications, Dallas Museum of Art,
TX
Reviewer:
Julia Clark, Collections Manager, Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, ME
Michelle Torres-Carmona introduced herself and the other panelists and talked briefly about their varied
backgrounds and how they came into working with traveling exhibits. Cathryn Feree Bork has an
education and background in management. Tamara Wooten-Bonner has a BFA and MFA in Art History.
Whitney Owens has an MA in Cultural Management and a background in marketing. Torres-Carmona
has a BA in Business Administration and is Chair of the Traveling Exhibitions PIC. She noted that the
session would focus primarily on budgets and contracts.
Cathryn Feree Bork and Tamara Wooten-Bonner first discussed budgets. They started with some basic
background on developing budgets for traveling exhibitions and followed with a checklist of concerns to
take into account in the budgeting process.
A good budget is one of the most important parts of getting an exhibit off the ground, and it needs to
build on good information. The bottom line should be balanced, so it is important to establish a good
relationship with the museum accounting department/staff person. The scope of the project is the first
concern. Budgets for traveling exhibits are larger and more complex than for in-house exhibitions. For
the most part, all of the budgetary answers will not be available in advance, so it is necessary to make
educated guesses. Expenditures will have to be debited against the actual budget.
The following checklist presents basic guidelines:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Research and development: research expenses (books, supplies), travel, consulting services
Design and production: designer, living artist fee, in-house designer's time, prototypes, exhibit
furnishings, audio/visual elements. Production money is the last spent, so it needs to be guarded
carefully in order to not run out!
Education initiatives: audio tours, brochures, gallery interactives
Loan preparation: loan fees, matting, framing, mounts, conservation, condition reporting, packing
and crating costs
Publications and brochures: essay fees, photography costs, rights fees, translation, editing,
proofing, design
Marketing: may be shared across departments, work with marketing department
Staff (include salary adjustments, % of time): curatorial, exhibitions, registrar/conservator,
publications
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вЂў
вЂў
Shipping and insurance: collection, tour and dispersal shipping, insurance, loan couriers and/or
registrar/conservator/installer (travel, lodging, food, materials)
Contingency: hold on to this as long as possible for last-minute changes, unexpected costs,
generally 10% of overall budget
It is necessary to determine the fee for exhibit rental. This fee should account for all costs. It may include
shipping or may pass the shipping cost on directly. This second option helps avoid the risk of bearing
changing costs.
Ideally, funding should be secured before beginning to build. The capital expense of creating the product
can be offset by the rental fee covering maintenance, ongoing staff time, marketing, etc. Do not expect to
make any money from traveling exhibits! Look for other benefits.
Michelle Torres-Carmona and Whitney Owens then talked about creating contracts for traveling
exhibitions. They followed an outline of what should be covered in a contract:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
The exhibition: contents
AAM Standard Facilities Report
Fees: participation/rental fees, shipping fees, due dates and payment procedures, late fees,
additional costs
Special Requirements:
o General security: specific protections and controls, exhibit space, protection
o Environmental requirements: exhibit space, storage and prep rooms, storage of exhibition
crates (be specific and detailedвЂ”if itвЂ™s not stated in the contract, you cannot hold the host
responsible)
o Shipping and artifact care: incoming/outgoing, unpacking, installation and packing,
condition reports
o Supplemental exhibition materials: prepared exhibition materials (publications,
brochures), quantity, whether the host has to purchase up front at a discount
o Protections for each party: cancellations (by organizer, by venue), insurance (contents of
exhibit/fine arts, general liability), indemnity (protection from law suits), copyright and
ownership (copyright of contents, merchandise, changes and substitutions, credit lines
and approval process); e.g., the Field Museum requires approval of all promotional
materials and guarantees a certain turnaround time for that approval
Sponsorship: national vs. local, industry exclusivity (local sponsor cannot be competitor of
national sponsor, local benefits for the national sponsor)
Legalese: governing law (note there may be special circumstances for state-owned, university, or
federal institutions), force majeure (if something disastrous happens to the organizer or host),
confidentiality (cost of exhibit and security requirements), no partnership (not binding to 3rd
party), and modifications to contract (procedures to make changes)
The floor was opened to questions. In response to an inquiry about setting fees, one panelist suggested
assessing what the market can bear and working back from that. The panelists generally agreed that the
host venue gets to keep special entrance fees, but this may be worked out on a case-by-case basis.
Panelists advised preventing verbal agreements made by staff in regard to fees and terms. The signed
contract supersedes any previous verbal agreements and pre-existing verbal agreements should be
addressed before the contract is signed. SITES uses Excelв„ў budgeting software programs. National
sponsors can be a help or a hindrance, depending on how generous they are vs. how demanding they are.
The impact of a national sponsorвЂ™s demands on local venues must be considered. It may be necessary to
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have a budget line for in-kind sponsorships, and the in-kind donation can count as income, so that the
bottom line balances out. There was no consensus whether to allow the host to alter the exhibition title:
the panelists ranged from "No, never" to "Yes, all the time." One attendee made a note of the book, On
the Road Again: Developing and Managing Traveling Exhibitions, by Rebecca Buck and Jean Allman
Gilmore (Washington: American Association of Museums, 2003) as an excellent resource for planning
traveling exhibits.
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NAGPRA in Action: Case Studies in Museum-Tribal Collaboration
Tuesday, May 15, 2007
Chair:
Sherry Hutt, Program Manager, National NAGPRA Program, National Park
Service, Washington, DC
Presenters:
Bridget Ambler, Curator of Material Culture, Colorado Historical Society,
Denver, CO
Gloria Lomahaftewa, NAGPRA Specialist, Museum or Northern Arizona,
Flagstaff, AZ
Patricia Capone, Associate Curator and Repatriation Coordinator, Peabody
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Michelle Joan Wilkinson, Grants Coordinator, National NAGPRA Program,
National Park Service, Washington, DC
Reviewer:
Julia Clark, Collections Manager, Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, ME
Sherry Hutt began the session with a brief overview of the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). She discussed the history of NAGPRA legislation, to whom it applies, and
what types of collections are covered. She pointed out that NAGPRA puts forth a process for compliance
and that the Native American Consultation Database (NACD), available through the National NAGPRA
web site (http://www.nps.gov/history/nagpra/), provides a list of official tribal contacts and serves as a
good starting point in the process. Hutt also reminded the audience that there are ongoing requirements
under NAGPRA for the receipt of new collections and newly Federally-recognized tribes. Finally, she
noted that NAGPRA does not determine if objects are Native American cultural items or determine
cultural affiliations. This must be done through the consultation process.
Bridget Ambler's presentation focused on NAGPRA implementation at museums with smaller
collections. This consultation process has led to dialogues with tribal representatives that have enhanced
collections information and exhibit interpretation and has been the basis for collaborative partnerships.
The Colorado Historical Society (CHS) holds about 23,000 ethnographic objects, has consulted with 56
tribes through the NAGPRA process, and has received or participated in 13 NAGPRA grants. In 2004,
the CHS received state funding for a full-time NAGPRA position. CHS produced a policies and
procedures manual in 2006. The consultation process has resulted in such collaborations as the Tribal
Paths exhibit, an American Indian Advisory Council, the development of education programs, the ability
to target collections for acquisition and loan, and improved collections scholarship and stewardship. A
highlight of this collaboration was the loan to the CHS from the Northern Cheyenne of an eagle staff
created for the Sand Creek Massacre Spiritual Healing Run. The staff is on display but can be used by the
tribe as needed for ceremonial practices.
Gloria Lomahaftewa provided suggestions as to how museums can prepare for and conduct collections
consultations that honor the needs and practices of the tribal delegations involved. Her suggestions, based
on consultations with the Hopi, included
вЂў
вЂў
Warmly welcome the delegation
Offer food and drink
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вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Get comfortable
Inform the delegation that photography and filming will be allowed
Ensure that they receive adequate records (beforehand if possible)
Allow for ceremonial preparation and give privacy as needed
Explain the reasons for wearing gloves (including use of pesticides in the past)
Be mindful of elders, and make sure they are comfortable
Allow them to see all materials in drawers and on shelves: be open with them for it may result in
identifying previously unidentified objects
Have several staff available to carry out various tasks
Be sensitive as how to ask questions without being too demanding
Do not ask too many questions
Accept that some questions cannot be answeredвЂ”silence may be your answer
Discuss any additional documentation
Inquire about the tribeвЂ™s plans
Offer food and drink again at the end
Thank them for visiting
Patricia Capone spoke about the large NAGPRA program at the Peabody Museum. She referred to the
Peabody as a "NAGPRA microcosm": it has published 118 Federal Register notices, which account for
10% of the national total. The Peabody Museum holds approximately 3,000 human remains and 10,000
funerary objects from 150 tribes. It encourages co-curation agreements with tribes.
The Peabody has created a variety of ways to share information for consultation, outside of standard site
visits. The museum makes information available on-line through password protected modules; this
enables more distant tribes to easily access the information and allows for better preparation prior to site
visits. The tribe can then prioritize objects for the visits, and the museum can physically prepare the
objects and related paperwork.
The Peabody has also developed a set of policies and procedures, above and beyond what is legally
required, for the special care and handling of sensitive items. For more information, Capone referred the
audience to "Stewardship of Sensitive Collections: Policies, Procedures, and Process of their
Development and the Peabody Museum" in Stewards of the Sacred, edited by Lawrence E. Sullivan and
Alison Edwards (Washington, DC: American Association of Museums with the Center for Study of
World Religions, Harvard University, 2004).
Capone also discussed the importance of responsible research in determining cultural affiliation. It may
be necessary to include a variety of evidence, to consider collectors and collection practices, and to
include oral histories. She provided an example of Ojibwe drum tabs from the Peabody MuseumвЂ™s
Bushnell Collection.
Finally, Capone presented examples of how the Peabody is moving forward. It has developed exhibits
based on collaborations, addressed NAGPRA in a variety of classes at Harvard that use museum
collections, and worked with other institutions on on-line educational programs. In addition, the Peabody
is currently in the process of a major revision of their Hall of the North American Indian.
The final presenter, Michelle Joan Wilkinson, discussed NAGPRA grants and gave examples of tribal and
museum projects that have been funded through this program. These grants can be awarded to Native
American, Native Alaskan and Native Hawaiian tribes, as well as to museums. They can fund research to
assist in determining cultural affiliation or in documenting items that have come into the collection since
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1990. The grant projects are almost always collaborative. There are two types of grants:
consultation/documentation grants and repatriation grants. Wilkinson reviewed the various components of
the grant proposal and noted some common mistakes made. The NPS also has a Grants Outreach
Program to assist tribes and museum in executing successful grant applications and projects. More
detailed information is available on their web site (http://www.nps.gov/history/nagpra/). The Caddo
Nation, the Wisconsin Historical Museum, and the Sealaska Corporation (Native Alaskan) have produced
successful projects.
The following question was asked at the conclusion of the presentations: "How does the grant review
committee feel about overhead costs for university museums?" Wilkinson responded that the NAGPRA
Grant program allows for up to 25% for overhead.
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Do Concepts of Ownership of Sacred/Ceremonial Objects Affect Stewardship?
Wednesday, May 16, 2007
Chair:
Rhoda Rosen, Director, Spertus Museum, Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies, Chicago, IL
Presenters:
Patty Gertenblith, Professor of Law and Director of Programs in Cultural Heritage Law,
DePaul University, Chicago, IL
Lucille Roussin, Founder and Director, Holocaust Restitution Claims Practicum,
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law in New York City, NY
Felicitas Heimann-Jelinek, Chief Judaica Curator, Jewish Museum, Vienna, Austria.
Reviewer:
Jenny Yearous, Curator of Collections Management, State Historical Society of North
Dakota, Bismarck, ND
Rhoda Rosen introduced the panel and explained that this session came about through informal
conversations among the panelists. The panelists would consider who is the legal heir or best repository
for sacred/ceremonial objects. For instance, is a Jewish museum in the US, Israel, or the European Jewish
community the appropriate repository for items stolen or looted from Jewish people during WWII? Not
only is fine art under consideration, but also personal sacred objects taken from individuals and families.
Patty Gerenblith spoke about legal considerations. She addressed not only Jewish sacred objects but the
wider context of the Native American Graves Protection and repatriation Act (NAGPRA) within the
United States and international concerns relating to African, South American, and Asian objects. The
question of who has the right to convey title, especially of sacred objects, and who owns sacred objectsвЂ”
an individual, a community, or a larger religious organizationвЂ”were discussed. Gerenblith noted that
possession does not equal ownership and that there are no clear-cut answers. Some repatriation decisions
rely on the concept of the continuity of cultural practices. Gerenblith referenced the Culture Property
Implementation Act (CPIA), signed by the United States in 1983, which implements the UNESCO
convention.
Next to speak was Lucille Roussin, who gave a history of the attempts immediately after World War II to
return stolen Jewish items. She mentioned that the primary focus of these efforts was fine art, and less
effort was devoted to the return of personal sacred objects. She emphasized that not enough has been done
to identify items that could go back to families. If the owners of items are truly unidentifiable, Gerenblith
is of the opinion that the objects should be held publicly.
Felicitas Heimann-Jelinek provided examples of repatriation. In one instance, the family claim was not
strong enough for the items to be returned to them. The museum retained ownership, but the family name
is associated with the object on the museumвЂ™s labels and object files.
Rosen concluded by discussing who should determine the continuity of cultural practices. Some people
see a culture as viable even if there are others who may look at items as cultural heritage or believe that
the culture is gone.
Gertenblith mentioned her book, Art, Cultural Heritage, and the Law, which covers the repatriation issue.
It is targeted to lawyers, but she hopes to write one for the museum professional. Gertenblith also
mentioned the Association of Art Museum Directors, which has issued several position papers and
reports.
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The audience asked who decides continuity of cultural practices when it comes to NAGPRA. Gertenblith
responded that currently it is the courts not the cultural community.
It was agreed that the discussion needed to continue concerning all facets of the repatriation of cultural
materials.
A handout, вЂњCAJM [Council of American Jewish Museums] Resolution on Nazi-era Looted Art,вЂќ
described a resolution encouraging greater efforts on the part of AAM museums to work towards the
return of property to the former owners or heirs.
On-line Resources
American Association of Museum (Nazi-era repatriation)
http://www.aam-us.org/museumresources/ethics/nazi_guidlines.cfm
http://www.aam-us.org/museumresources/prov.procedures.cfm
American Association of Museum Directors (position papers and reports)
http://aamd.org/papers/
Culture Property Implementation Act
http://exchanges.state.gov/culprop/97-446.html
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Session Reviews
By
DeWitt Stern Group Travel Fellowship Recipients
Revisiting Emergency Plans: Lessons Learned from the Gulf Coast
Monday, May 14, 2007
Chair:
Lynn Swain, Registrar, Winterthur Museum & Country Estate, Winterthur, DE
Presenters:
Greg Landrey, Director of Library, Collections Management and Academic
Programs, Winterthur Museum & Country Estate, Winterthur, DE
Jennifer Mass, Senior Scientist, Winterthur Museum & Country Estate,
Winterthur, DE
Patrick Hotard, Director, Glen Foerd on the on the Delaware, Philadelphia, PA
Anna Stanfield, Curator, Ohr-OвЂ™Keefe Museum, Biloxi, MS
Catherine Williams, Objects Conservator, Silver Lining Art Conservation,
Austin, TX
Reviewer:
Mary LaGue, Registrar, Art Museum of Western Virginia, Roanoke, VA
Lynn Swain introduced herself, Greg Landrey, Jennifer Mass, Patrick Hotard, Anna Stanfield and
Catherine Williams. Swain, Landrey, and Mass explained a partnership formed between Winterthur and
the University of Delaware, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the Fishing and Maritime Museum,
the Ohr-OвЂ™Keefe Museum, and Beauvoir (Jefferson DavisвЂ™ final home) on the Gulf Coast. This
partnership was formed to mitigate damage from the 2005 hurricanes, Katrina and Rita. The Delaware
partners assembled a disaster relief team to travel down to the Biloxi area. The presenters thereafter
explained what lessons they took from conditions encountered.
Hotard noted that standard preparedness solutions may not fit the needs found during a catastrophic event.
Key points he made included:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Set up community and regional relationships prior to need
Provide staff and volunteers with photo IDs giving them emergency access to museum facility
Be aware that staff has to balance institutional recovery with personal circumstances
Stanfield discussed how museums must adjust their activities and plans during recovery. Her key points
comprised:
вЂў
вЂў
Prepare lenders for the possibility of a disaster through language in the museumвЂ™s loan
documents; these should pre-approve the borrowerвЂ™s actions in a disaster situation
When the museum is closed, community interaction is still possible; the museum can serve as an
information resource and provide outreach
Following the 2005 hurricanes, Williams organized mitigation workers and tasks. Her major points were:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Set up a mitigation network before visiting the disaster site
Find skilled assistants (e.g., college students) who can be trained for frontline tasks
Sorting, especially of sherds, is crucial
Perform triage based on curatorial and object stability priorities; paper and metal objects need
immediate stabilization, while other materials may be more stable though damaged
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вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
If damaged registrarial records are on wet paper, the originals should be photocopied and then
discarded; if they are in electronic format, allow the computer to dry before an information
technologist cleans and starts the machine, as the information may be salvageable
It may be necessary to assign temporary object ID numbers until individual objects can be
coordinated with their records
Temporary storage should be fully enclosed and climate-controlled, with a museum-controlled
lock and with sufficient space to safely store all necessary objects
Realize that treatment may take some time
Customized boxes are important for safe packing; custom mounts can be made to fit standard
boxes
The panelists provided final comments. Hotard said that states should вЂњmandate inclusion of cultural and
historical sites into the disaster response plans of state agencies,вЂќ and that the FEMA-controlling Stafford
Act be amended to make FEMA more helpful to private non-profits. Stanfield stressed the value of offsite storage while rebuilding, possibly permanently, and that funding should be created for museumsвЂ™
immediate operating experiences. Williams emphasized morale maintenance: try to keep humor and
patience, provide counseling for long-term workers, and make no prior assumptions. She also suggested
after writing or revising an emergency preparedness plan, have a consultant review it.
On-Line Resources
D-Plan (online disaster planning)
www.dplan.org
Texas Association of MuseumsвЂ™ PREP (online planning guide)
www.oi.com\ tam\
Heritage Preservation (several disaster aids)
www.heritagepreservation.org/
CoOL (Conservation Online)
http://palimsest.stanford.edu/ and http://aic.stanford.edu/
Solinet (Southeastern Library Network)
www.solinet.net
Western Association of Art Conservation (September 2005 newsletter)
http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/waac/
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency)
http://www.fema.gov
Bay Area Mutual Aid Network (disaster partnership)
http://palimpsest.edu/byorg/baman
Museum SOS (conference proceedings)
http://museum-sos.org/htm/index.html
Northern States Conservation Center
http:/www.collectioncare.org
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Accreditation Soapbox: Your Chance to Shape the Future of the AAM Accreditation Program
Monday, May 14, 2007
Chair:
James Welu, Director, Worcester Art Museum Worcester, MA
Presenters:
Kim Igoe, Interim President and CEO, American Association of Museums, Washington,
DC
Julie Hart, Assistant Director of Accreditation Program, American Association of
Museums,Washington, DC
Carl Nold, Executive Director, Historic New England, Boston, MA
Reviewer:
Mary LaGue, Registrar, Art Museum of Western Virginia, Roanoke, VA
James Welu introduced his fellow panelists, Kim Igoe, Julie Hart, and Carl Nold, all of whom were
representing AAM and its accreditation program. As AAM continues to re-vision the accreditation
process, it wants to hear from its stakeholders, and this session was designed as a sounding board for
attendees. Several questions were posed to the attendees via a handout:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Is the program still relevant at 35 years old? What will make it more relevant or useful in the
future?
Are the standards and process too hard or not tough enough? Are they too specific or not detailed
enough?
Should more than 5% of museums in the US be accredited? If yes, how many is enough? Who are
we missing and why?
Are there any sacred cows? What fundamentals of the program would you not want to see lost or
changed (e.g., its voluntary nature, live peer review, etc.)
How can accreditation increase its value to the field and to your museum?
What about other emerging standards and non-profit programs that measure excellenceвЂ”how and
where does accreditation fit in?
Is another kind of program recognition or assessment needed? What are other models?
What would the program look like if it were just being developed today?
For its part, the audience was generally quite positive about the program. Examples of the general tenor of
respondersвЂ™ comments about accreditation included:
вЂў
вЂў
Maintaining the high standards expected of accredited institutions is important, and reflective
self-study and implementation of needed actions are valuable
The Air Force values adherence to accreditation standards as indicative of a potential objectborrowing museumвЂ™s fitness to properly care for a loan
Some caveats were offered by responders, such as:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
The Accreditation Commission will need to take into account each statesвЂ™ laws and standards
Museums undergoing the process need museum board membersвЂ™ buy-in and feedback
There is a fear that accredited status will be tied to funding suitability
It could be good to advise newly-accredited museums as to how they can best publicize and
celebrate their status
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вЂў
вЂў
Many directors find that self-study is valuable, but some associates are fearful of the accreditation
process and particularly of the on-site reviewers
There is public confusion about how museums are accredited
The audience also posed several questions for the accreditation program to consider:
вЂў
вЂў
How will the Fiske case (in which Fiske University sought to sell important works from its
museumвЂ™s permanent collection) affect museumsвЂ™ credibility and status?
How should the museum community respond to globalism?
AAMвЂ�s вЂњvirtual soapboxвЂќ is posted at its website, www.aam-us.org, and further comments are welcomed.
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Conservation Matters: The Public Dimension of Collections Care
Tuesday, May 15, 2007
Chair:
Marsha Semmel, Deputy Director for Museums and Director for Strategic Partnerships,
IMLS, Washington, DC
Presenters:
Silas Hurry, Curator, Historic St. MaryвЂ™s City, Saint MaryвЂ™s City, MD
Deborah Mack, Museum and Exhibit Consultant, Savannah, GA
Lynn Ireland, Chief Education and Research Officer, Nebraska State Historical Society,
Lincoln, NE
Julie Reilly, Associate Director and Chief Conservator, Nebraska State Historical
Society, Gerald R. Ford Conservation Center, Omaha, NE
Reviewer:
David Ryan, Registrar, Colorado Springs Pioneers Museum, Colorado Springs, CO
This session presented three case studies of how IMLS grant funding was used to educate the public about
conservation and the work of conservators. Marsha Semmel began by giving an overview of the IMLS
and its Conservation Project Support program. Until recently the support was geared towards general,
environmental, and detailed surveys, environmental improvements, treatment, research, and training.
Now applicants can apply for up to $10,000 for public education about their project.
The first presenter was Silas Hurry. He gave an overview of archaeological work that has been done at
Historic St. MaryвЂ™s City. The site has seen forty years of excavation and analysis resulting in the
recovery of over five million artifacts. The preservation challenge is daunting and as Silas put it, вЂњThe
collection was trash to begin with. It has already been thrown away once!вЂќ
The conservation philosophy of Historic St. MaryвЂ™s City is that there is a vital responsibility to keep the
artifacts in good condition so that they will be preserved to help answer the questions of the yet-to-beborn archaeologists. Hurry used the example of window lead that had been excavated twenty years
previously. Until this material was conserved and unfolded, it was not realized that makerвЂ™s marks and
dates were stamped within the glass channel.
Historic St. MaryвЂ™s City received its first IMLS Conservation grant in 2002 to survey the oldest
collections. This was followed in 2004 by another grant to survey more recent collections and included
an educational component. In 2006, another grant provided funds for treatment of priority items
identified in 2002 and again included an educational component.
The museum created the educational component of the grant in three ways. The first was a conservation
brochure produced by the conservator and other museum staff. This highly informative and attractive
brochure was distributed via mail and hand-delivered to various sites in Maryland and surrounding states.
A version was also published to the web. A second component was a three-panel poster exhibit that can
be set up for conferences. The third method will be through Webxibits which will feature some of the
treated artifacts as a virtual exhibit on the web.
The next speaker was Deborah Mack. She presented several initiatives aimed at African American
heritage preservation. The first was a survey done through the Association of African American
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Museums that plans to create an on-line database of institutions and collections related to the heritage of
African Americans. An estimated 400+ African American institutions will be included.
The second initiative presented is the Save Our African American Treasures: a National Collections
Initiative of Discovery and Preservation. This program was inaugurated by the National Museum of
African American History and Culture, Smithsonian Institution.
The inaugural Treasures program has targeted five cities: Atlanta, GA, Chicago, IL, Los Angeles, CA,
New York, NY and Washington, DC. Each of the programs will include a conservation workshop that
will feature experts sharing information on how to protect and preserve buildings, archives, photographs,
paintings, furniture, and other artifacts.
Mack presented several other examples of projects aimed at preserving African American history and
culture, including the New York African American Burial Ground discovered in lower Manhattan and the
Gullah/Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor Commission of the National Park Service. The latter is an
attempt to document the history and culture of over fifteen generations of African Americans who have
lived and worked in the coastal areas of the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida.
The final speakers were Lynne Ireland and Julie Reilly. They presented a program known as Saving
NebraskaвЂ™s Treasures. This is a partnership of the Nebraska State Historical SocietiesвЂ™ Ford Conservation
Center, Nebraska Educational Telecommunications, and the Nebraska Library Commission.
The project involves three key elements. The first is a TV show on conservation to be broadcast on
public television for the general public. The show is akin to вЂњAntiques RoadshowвЂќ and features Julie
Reilly as the conservation expert advising people on how to best care for their own antiques. The second
element is a series of distance learning workshops designed for museum and library staff and volunteers.
These will be broadcast via closed circuit television to various locations throughout the state. The third
element is a website with technical information, pointers, video demonstrations, and other resources.
The hoped-for outcomes will be to make available preservation tools and techniques to families,
communities, museums, and libraries and to impart the importance of preserving cultural heritage. It will
also advertise the information and expertise available at the Ford Center.
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Contemporary Art: Security, Conservation, Insurance and ArtistвЂ™s Rights
Wednesday, May 16, 2007
Chair:
Robert OвЂ™Connell, President, OвЂ™Connell International Art, Inc., Chicago, IL
Presenters:
Jennifer Draffen, Director of Collection and Exhibition Services, Museum of
Contemporary Art, Chicago, IL
John Griswold, Principal, Griswold Conservation Associates, LLC, Beverly
Hills, CA
Grace Thomas, Divisional Vice President-Inland Marine and Property, Great
American Insurance Group, Parsippany, NJ
Scott Hodes, Attorney, Bryan Cave, LLP, Chicago, IL
Reviewer:
Martha Mayberry, Registrar, The Mint Museums, Charlotte, NC
Robert OвЂ™Connell introduced the panelists and explained that artist Charles Ray was unable to attend and
that Scott Hodes was substituting for Michael Stout, President, Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation, NY.
Jennifer Draffen opened the session by stating that exhibiting contemporary art by living artists presents
unique challenges concerning the artistвЂ™s intent/museum interpretation, installation, visitor safety,
insurance, preservation, and conservation. As visitors observe contemporary artвЂ”with its broad range of
materials and techniques and controversial subject matter and ideasвЂ”their reactions range from
enthusiasm to outrage and confusion. Museums need to educate artists and lenders of contemporary art
about museum policies and procedures. For example, public spaces may act as a facility rental area even
though they may look open and quiet on the day the artist comes for a site visit.
Visitors are not generally sophisticated art patrons but diverse audiences who may not be aware of what is
acceptable behavior when encountering contemporary art. Passive barriers are effective ways of relating
the вЂњno touchвЂќ idea rather than offending visitors by guard reprimands. Signage, platforms, and strip
molding are protective measures but may вЂњkillвЂќ the work aesthetically, especially in the case of sculpture.
Using floor tape and вЂњplease stay behind the lineвЂќ is an alternative to using stanchions and вЂњdo not touchвЂќ
signage. The artist and the staff should engage in an open dialogue before an exhibit opens in order to
establish a balance between active and passive security and the artistвЂ™s intent. The Americans with
Disabilities Act (a federal civil rights law designed to prevent discrimination and enable individuals with
disabilities to participate fully in all aspects of society) challenges museums to make art accessible. At
the MCA, staff resolved the artistsвЂ™ demands and security, public access, and damage mitigation issues
relating to two exhibitions, Lee Bontecou: A Retrospective, and Charles RayвЂ™s installation of a full scale
fire truck. вЂњYou can do everything,вЂќ remarked Draffen, вЂњbut things still happen.вЂќ
John Griswold, an independent objects conservator, works behind the scenes as ambassador between
artist and museum. He asked, вЂњHow do we mitigate damage while maintaining the artistвЂ™s intent?вЂќ
Griswold recommended preventive conservation by bringing the conservator into the dialogue for sitespecific installations. In this situation, Griswold noted a number of challenges:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Implementing AIC Code of EthicsвЂ”Guidelines for Practice
Determining a dead artistвЂ™s intent
Employing reversible treatments (protection for the conservator)
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вЂў
вЂў
Minimizing intervention by determining and implementing the least amount of treatment required
to manage long-term deterioration
Documenting the objectвЂ™s condition and treatments systematically so that these are fully
understood by the owner, artist (with permission), and future conservators and are established as a
rationale for treatment
Draffen emphasized the importance of an installation plan and, to be of help to the conservator, an artist
questionnaire that spells out information such as materials, specific brands, and techniques.
Scott Hodes raised the issue of the Visual Artists Rights Act (VARA) of 1990. VARA was the first
federal copyright legislation to grant protection to moral rights. Under VARA, works of art that meet
certain requirements afford their authors (artists) additional rights in the works, regardless of any
subsequent physical ownership of the work. VARA includes the following rights:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Right to claim authorship
Right to prevent the use of oneвЂ™s name on any work the artist did not create
Right to prevent the use of oneвЂ™s name on any work that has been distorted, mutilated, or
modified in a way that would be prejudicial to the artistвЂ™s honor or reputation
Right to prevent distortion, mutilation, or modification that would prejudice the artistвЂ™s honor or
reputation
The rights granted under VARA persist for the life of the artist. In the case of damage to a
work of recognized stature, it is important to identify qualified conservators familiar with the work and
medium. It may be possible to secure a recommendation from the artist. If the work is repaired poorly, the
artist can deny their attribution to the work. If the work is damaged beyond the artistвЂ™s original intent, the
work should be returned to the artist or removed from the artistвЂ™s body of work. ItвЂ™s important to have
good dialogue between the artist and the conservator.
Grace Thomas discussed the importance of good working relationships between the registrar, insurance
broker, and underwriter. Claims are infrequent; when there is one, people panic. She recommended that
museum staff become involved in any insurance situation by bringing in experts and talking with the
artist. If there is damage, the first call should be to the broker who will direct the caller to a claims expert.
Draffen added that museum staff should discuss the вЂњwhat ifsвЂќ ahead of time with the insurance broker.
Griswold discussed his role in loss control through prevention: condition assessment before the loan,
including documentation addressing the objectвЂ™s vulnerabilities, handling and packing recommendations,
specification of appropriate seismically stable and secure exhibition mounts, and determination of
environmental conditions (light levels, temperature, and relative humidity).
Draffen suggested that if a lender places a very high value on his or her object, the museum should wait
until all loan forms are returned and then compare that valuation figure with the others. It may be
necessary to tell the lender that his or her value is higher than other similar works and to ask if that value
is based on an appraisal. In the event of a loss, the value could be challenged by the underwriter.
Underwriters are not appraisers. Draffen recommended that in the case of site-specific works, the artist
contract include a clause stating that the work can be moved to another location at a later date. Citing the
Baltimore Railroad Museum disaster, in which the institution was grossly under-insured, Draffen
recommended buying as much insurance as possible in relation to the total value of the collection.
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The overall theme of the session stressed the importance of dialogue between the artist, curator, registrar,
insurance agent, and conservator in all stages of planning and installing the work within a context of
public accessibility.
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Beyond Old Bombs and Mercury: Overlooked Hazards in Museum Collections
Wednesday, May 16, 2007
Chair:
Mark Hanson, Curator, Octave Chanute Aerospace Museum, Rantoul, IL
Presenters:
Alexandra Allardt, Conservator and Managing Director, ArtCare Resources, Newport, RI
Sandra Huber, Curator, Historic House Trust of New York City, New York, NY
Reviewer:
David Ryan, Registrar, Colorado Springs Pioneers Museum, Colorado Springs, CO
Alexandra Allardt gave the first presentation. She stressed proper labeling, with warnings and
precautions posted right on the labels, for materials in storage. She also stated that a hazardous materials
list should be produced for in-house uses such as disaster planning and distribution to first responders in
the event of a disaster.
She stated that the biggest risk to collections is fire, and therefore the greatest hazard in collections is
cellulose nitrate films which can spontaneously combust. Gunpowder is a clear and dangerous hazard
that is found in old loaded guns, residue in gun barrels, and in cartridges.
Wet specimen collections can contain alcohol, formaldehyde, and formalin which can be flammable or
toxic. Some fluids contain picric acid that, when evaporated and crystallized, becomes a contact
explosive. Botanical and ethno-botanical collections can contain many hazards. Needles and other
bloodletting tools can harbor dangerous pathogens. Pharmaceuticals can be dangerous.
Heavy metals are found in many substances. Mercury is found in ore samples, barometers, felted hats,
and wallpaper paste. Other heavy metals can be found in pesticides. Taxidermy specimens, especially
pre-1975, were commonly treated with arsenic and mercuric chloride compounds. Handling should be
minimized. Heavy metals are also found in art supplies.
Mold was the final hazard that Allardt discussed. Some molds are highly toxic, but they all can trigger
long-term chronic conditions. This health and safety risk requires proper precautions such as fit-tested
respirators and HEPA vacuums for cleanup.
Sandra Huber gave the next presentation. Hers was a case study of an asbestos abatement project done at
the Lott House, a historic farmhouse in Brooklyn, NY. Huber gave a brief overview of asbestos and why
it is hazardous. It has been used for centuries in a wide variety of materials because of its fire-resistive
properties. One cannot determine if a material contains asbestos by looking at it. It must be tested.
If an asbestos-containing material is friable (easily crushed), it releases millions of microscopic fibers into
the air. They can remain suspended in the air for weeks. Breathed-in fibers can cause a variety of lung
conditions and diseases. The latency period (the time between breathing fibers and disease) can be as
long as 10 to 40 years.
The Lott House had friable asbestos pipe insulation in the basement. The fibers had contaminated all
artifacts in the basement and had been tracked throughout the house. Because the Lott House was forced
to use a contractor who was unfamiliar with the care necessary for a historic property and cleaning of
artifacts, staff members became certified abatement contractors. Staff did a quick inventory and tagged
all the artifacts. The objects were first vacuumed and then tested for the presence of asbestos. If the test
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was positive, the objects were wet-wiped. They were then moved to a storage trailer. Next came the
abatement of the house itself. Once the house was finished, the objects were moved back in.
The final presentation was given by Mark Hanson. He began with a basic definition of radioactivity and
the various radiation components.
The basic health and safety measurement for radiation is known as the REM. Radiation can burn and
damage tissue and can cause cancer. There are two pathways of concern pertaining to radiation. The first
is internal from ingestion or inhalation. The second is external from exposure of the skin to radiation.
Why are items radioactive? There are a variety of reasons. Glow-in-the-dark clock, watch and
instrument dials were painted with radio-luminescent paint. Unusual colors of Fiestaware and Vaseline
glass were produced with radioactive material. Light weight and strong magnesium-thorium alloys are
radioactive. Radium, thought to be beneficial, has been used in water jugs and other medicines. Geologic
specimens, such as uranium and radium, emit radiation.
External exposure mitigation techniques call for minimizing the time of exposure, maximizing the
distance from the object, and using shielding when appropriate. Alpha particles are so large that a sheet
of paper will stop them. Beta particles will be stopped by a sheet of Plexiglasв„ў or aluminum. Gamma
radiation requires thick concrete or lead as a shield. An external exposure benchmark known as
ALARAвЂ”as low as reasonably attainableвЂ”has been set at 0.5 mRem/hr.
Internal exposure mitigation involves safe storage and handling techniques, good hygiene (gloves), and
proper ventilation to get rid of radon gas. Hanson concluded with stressing the importance of good ID
labels in storage noting the radiation levels emitted by a particular artifact. He also stated that museums
need to establish good relationships with experts and that knowledge of relevant regulations is a must.
On-line Resources
Center for Disease Control- Mold
http://www.cdc.gov/health/mold.html
Conservation OnLine
http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/
Conserv-O-Grams, National Park Service
http://www.nps.gov/history/museum/publications/conserveogram/conserv.html
Getty Conservation Institute Information Center
http://www.getty.edu/conservation/research_resources/infocenter.html
Health Physics Instrumentation Museum, Oak Ridge Associated Universities
www.orau.org/ptp/museumdirectory.htm
Health Physics Society
www.hps.org
Oh No Ethnobotany
http://www.smm.org/anthropology/ohnoethnobotany/\
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Published Resources
Carter, David, and Annette K. Walker
1999
Care and Conservation of Natural History Collections. Boston: Butterworth-Heinemann.
Howie, Frank M., editor
1992 The Care and Conservation of Geological Material : Minerals, Rocks, Meteorites, and
Finds. Boston: Butterworth-Heinemann.
Rossol, Monona
1994 The Artists Complete Health and Safety
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Lunar
Integrated Pest Management and the Case of What Dun It?
Wednesday, May 16, 2007
Chair:
James Bryant, Curator of Natural History, Museum Department, City of
Riverside, Riverside, CA
Presenters:
Patrick Kelley, General Manager, Insects Limited, Westfield, IN
Michael Schuetz, Collections Technician, Historic New England, Collections
and Conservation Center, Haverhill, MA
Reviewer:
Martha Mayberry, Registrar, The Mint Museums, Charlotte, NC
James Bryant introduced himself and the speakers. He reviewed the session goals: presentation of
information about Integrated Pest Management (IPM), small group discussion of вЂњreal-lifeвЂќ scenarios
using the вЂњCommon Insect PestsвЂќ poster, large group discussion, and a question and answer period.
Michael Schuetz began the informational portion by discussing types of pests:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Vertebrates (mice, rats, bats, birds, squirrels)
Insects and other invertebrates
1. protein feeders (carpet beetles) feed on fur, feathers, hide products, wool silk
2. general feeders (silverfish, cockroaches) feed on mold, starch, cellulose, grains
3. wood feeders (powderpost beetles, carpenter ants, termites)
Mold and fungi
These pests seek warmth during cold season, higher humidity in dry season, and quiet, fine organic dust
and dirt.
Pat Kelley continued with a definition of IPM as an environmentally-sensitive approach to pest control
that seeks to protect museum staff and the public from exposure to toxic chemicals. IPM is preventive
conservation, i.e., it tries to prevent the conditions in which pests thrive from occurring in the museum
setting. Because everyoneвЂ”administration, housekeeping, exhibit staffs, and collection managersвЂ”has a
role to play in carrying out IPM methods without toxic insecticides, it is hard work.
Components of an IPM program include:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Good housekeeping practices including unpacking and discarding boxes and cardboard
Integrity of the building to order to exclude pests
Regular maintenance and general upkeep of the building
Good records that track activities in order to identify successes and failures
Habitat modification in order to deprive pests of their preferred environment
Isolation/quarantine in order to assess incoming materials for pest contamination
Regular monitoring and inspection using sticky traps
Identification and documentation of pests
Treatment actions that incorporate pest control procedures specific to the pest species, site and/or
artifact
IPM implementation and accountability includes:
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вЂў
вЂў
Evaluation and threshold identification in order to determine the effectiveness of the program and
acceptable levels of pest infestation
Education that will inform the staff and public of the methods and benefits of IPM
Small groups reviewed three pest management scenarios (вЂњThe Case of the Broken Bat,вЂќ вЂњThe Case of the
Devoured Duck,вЂќ and вЂњThe Case of the Holy TableвЂќ), discussed deductions, drew conclusions, and
created a plan of action.
In large group discussion, a number of comments were made. The first step in IPM is pest identification.
A newsletter and chart, вЂњCommon Insect Pests of Museums in North America,вЂќ ID poster #IL-5500, is
available at www.insectslimited.com. An entomologist from a local university may also be a resource for
pest identification. Lowering the temperature will slow down the insectвЂ™s life cycle. Objects stored in
boxes should be moved periodically. Check the dark corners of storage rooms by flashlight periodically.
Questions about pests can be posted at the web-site www.museumpests.net.
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Session Reviews
By
Margaret A. Willard Fellowship Recipient
Best Practices in Collections Stewardship:
Writing a Collections Management Policy Seminar
Friday, January 12-Saturday, January 13, 2007
Optional Session: Essentials of Collections Management
Thursday, January 11, 2007
Chair:
Elizabeth Merritt, Director, Museum Advancement and Excellence, AAM
Presenter:
John Simmons, Collections Manager, Natural History Museum and Biodiversity
Research Center; Director of the Museum Studies Program, University of Kansas
Reviewer:
AimГ©e Taberner, degree candidate, Master of Liberal Arts in Museum Studies, Harvard
University Extension School
In addition to the two day seminar, the reviewer attended an optional session intended to introduce the
principals and vocabulary of collections care. This two hour introductory session covered the legal status
of museums and how that influences care of collections; responsibilities of the governing authority to the
collections; the origins and enforcement of collections management standards; the role of the
registrar/collections manager in maintaining standards; and an overview of the AAM Accreditation
CommissionsвЂ™ Expectation Regarding Collections Stewardship. Elizabeth Merritt briefly introduced John
Simmons who then defined the scope of what was to be covered in the seminar. PoliciesвЂ”sets of boardapproved guidelines that help guide decision making on a day to day basis and assist with dealing with
reoccurring situationsвЂ”would be covered. However, proceduresвЂ”detailed instructions on how to apply
the policiesвЂ”and collection planning were both outside the scope of the course.
After a brief overview on how collections and collections management are defined, Simmons provided a
summary of what is generally covered in collections management policies, as listed in his publication:
Things Great and Small: Collections Management Policies:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Description of the museumвЂ™s collections and collection-related goals
Acquisition, accessioning and deaccessioning criteria
Outgoing and incoming loans
Management of non-accessioned objects in the custody of the museum
Care of the collections
Documentation and record-keeping systems
Insurance and risk management
Collections inventories
Reproduction, copyright, and other legal and ethical issues related to the collections
Access to the collections
Review and revision of collections management policies 1
These components were each discussed in more detail during sessions on the following days.
Simmons discussed the following steps that should be taken to write and implement a collections
management policy: assemble a writing team that allows for input from all sectors; write a policy
1
John Simmons, Things Great and Small: Collections Management Policies, (Washington, DC: American
Association of Museum, 2006) 4.
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development statement which outlines what issues need to be addressed and takes into consideration the
museumвЂ™s mission and scope of collections; review current policies to ensure compliance with current
legal, ethical and professional standards; solicit staff feedback on draft policy and revise as needed;
present the policy to the museumвЂ™s governing authority for approval; prepare procedures for policy
implementation; educate staff on policies and procedures and then implement; provide for periodic review
and revision. Simmons stressed the importance of reviewing the museumвЂ™s ethics policy prior to
reviewing and writing the collections policy.
Merritt closed the introductory session with an overview of AAMвЂ™s expectations regarding trustee
responsibilities, delegation of authority; and collections stewardship. Merritt outlined the ten primary
responsibilities that trustees need to be aware of, in addition to their legal obligations, which were
summarized as duties of care, loyalty, and obedience (to mission). She noted that the areas currently
receiving the closest scrutiny by Attorneys General are executive compensation, fund-raising activities,
accountability and transparency, deaccessioning, and financial instability.
During the next two days, Simmons provided information on what should be included in policies.. The
limited length of this review prohibits a full recount of the highlights of each of these components.
Fortunately, John SimmonвЂ™s Things Great and Small: Collections Management Policies provides a useful
overview of each of these sections.
The latter part of the final day was spent discussing appropriate methods for periodic, mandatory review
and revisions, as well as strategies for decision making, getting buy-in, and managing the process.
Simmons recommended trying to integrate a way to measure policy compliance; if compliance is limited
then the museum should determine why and modify the policy and/or ensure the staff are adequately
educated. Those individuals responsible for monitoring compliance should be noted in the policy;
delegation of authority and responsibility should be made clear in all of the policies referenced above.
Merritt closed the final session by providing an overview of Harvard Negotiation ProjectвЂ™s strategies for
getting buy-in, which stresses principled negotiation tactics, separating people from the problem, and
using objective criteria. She also discussed the typical stereotypes of various museum positions and
encouraged seminar participants to understand the motivations of various stakeholders.
On-Line and Published Resources
American Association of Museums
2000 вЂњCode of Ethics for Museums.вЂќ
http://www.aam-us.org/museumresources/ethics/coe.cfm
American Association of Museums
2000 вЂњGuidelines on Exhibiting Borrowed Objects.вЂќ
http://www.aam-us.org/museumresources/ethics/borrowb.cfm
American Association of Museums
2003 вЂњMAP Collections Management Assessment Self-Study Workbook.вЂќ
http://www.aamus.org/museumresources/map/upload/2006%20MAP%20Collections%20Management%20Assessment%2
0Sample.pdf
American Association of Museums
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2004
вЂњAccreditation CommissionвЂ™s Expectation Regarding Collections Stewardship,вЂќ Approved 17
Dec. 2004, Effective 1 Jan. 2005.
http://www.aamus.org/museumresources/accred/upload/Collections%20Stewardship%20ACE%20(2005).pdf
American Association of Museums
2004 вЂњAccreditation CommissionвЂ™s Expectations Regarding Delegation of Authority,вЂќ Approved 17
Dec. 2004, Effective 1 Jan. 2005.
http://www.aamus.org/museumresources/accred/upload/Delegation%20of%20Authority%20ACE%20(2005).pdf
American Association of Museums
2006 вЂњAccreditation CommissionвЂ™s Statement on Acquisition, Documentation, and Disclosure of
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Reviewer:
Cintia Mezza, Registrar/ Collection Manager, Malba-FundaciГіn Costantini,
Buenos Aires
Elisa Phelps opened the session by sharing the idea behind its title: the difficult borders between
institutional or curatorial expectations, optimal care of the objects, and access to collections. She
introduced the general focus of the session:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
To explore the inherently tense relationship between collectionsвЂ™ use and the best conservation
practices
To discuss ethical considerations involved in making decisions about collections use and
conservation treatment
To create strategies for using collections in non-traditional ways and to make the best out of
conservation dilemmas that challenge ethical standards
To work together as curators and conservators in the decision-making process
Robin Campbell first shared with the audience her experiences working for the New York State Office of
Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation. She addressed issues such as how to care for collections
while using them in innovative ways. She gave examples of how to recreate daily activities in an
exhibition and how to capture a sense of family life. Campbell said, вЂњWe baked eggs and bacon,вЂќ and
described how smell remaining in the atmosphere can help to build a new kind of experience for visitors.
In historic site museums, preparing fresh meals to replace the usual replicas and leaving beds unmade and
clothes around were other inventive suggestions. Tools and pieces of furniture can be shown as if
someone in the family was treating pests. The key is to make the audience feel part of real stories that are
happening in the present time.
Malcolm Collum spoke next. Although he also addressed the different uses of collection items, he
focused more on the responsible treatment of historic technology and mechanical artifacts when using
them in real contexts. He took as the example the use of antique cars in television programs, commercials
or movies.
He focused on three situations:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Occasionally, preventative maintenance has not been done, original instructions can not be found,
and qualified people who can preserve, fix, or operate the historic object are difficult to find
Documentation is important: the carвЂ™s original specifications; photographs, operating instructions,
and the record of ownership are fundamental information that has to be collected for every piece
A balance must be struck between risking original and sometimes unique pieces and allowing
audiences to know objects as they were really meant to work; every institution must deal with this
situation the best it can
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In conclusion, the panelists exposed the difficulties of contrasting theory and practice. Presenting the best
new approaches to historic sites or materials implies walking a delicate line between protecting and using
the real object.
All panelists presented very complete and illustrative Power Pointв„ў presentations. No handouts were
delivered.
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Chair:
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Presenters:
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Lauren Silver, Associate Curator for Education, Iris & B. Gerald Cantor Center for
Visual Arts, Stanford University, CA
Murl Riedel, Assistant Curator, Kansas Museum of History, Kansas Historical Society,
Topeka, KS
Reviewer:
Cintia Mezza, Registrar/Collection Manager, Malba-FundaciГіn Cotantini, Buenos Aires
Suzanne Hale opened the session by stating that the experiences of the panelists would show how
particular exhibitions had successfully presented the вЂњinside storyвЂќ of museum objects. The examples
included surprises which engaged museum audiences and helped them to gain more from their museum
experiences.
Why do we describe these exhibitions as вЂњrevealingвЂќ?
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
More than just the typical вЂњbehind the scenesвЂќ exhibition
Incorporated nontraditional approaches in concept and development
Posed questions rather than provided answers
Shared staff opinions openly and candidly
Raised questions about the museum as the final authority
Exposed (revealed/demonstrated) collection deficiencies and problems
Why are these exhibitions important?
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Use more of the permanent collection objects and use them in different ways, including new ways of
rethinking the вЂњugly ducklingsвЂќ in the collection
Use more of your human resources and use them in different ways
Build a stronger connection with visitors
Hale gave a revealing example. She presented the case of an exhibition entitled, 1% of Art: A Random
Sample from the Permanent Collection, in which 1% of 5,500 objects in the museumвЂ™s collection (55
objects) were selected randomly by a computer. It happened that one of the вЂњselected filesвЂќ was missing,
so the museum represented the missing piece by installing an empty frame. In summary, visitors could
see the objects they liked and the objects they disliked, new information was uncovered, and the
installation included a few surprises.
Hale extracted from this example a few lessons, including the importance of the registration process and
the museumвЂ™s database system because вЂњeach museum is responsible for each object in its holding!вЂќ Hale
then introduced the other panelists.
Tamara Johnston spoke next about her experience with the exhibition, What in the World? Fakes and
Reproductions in the Archaeology Collection of Bryn Mawr College. She asserted that this exhibition
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was borne out of recognizing the importance of documentation and record-keeping. The focus was on
objects that had no provenience and/or provenance, objects that were incorrectly identified in previous
catalogues or for which there was very little documentation, and those with no documentation at all. She
clarified the difference between the terms вЂњprovenanceвЂќ (the record of ownership of an object) and
вЂњprovenienceвЂќ (the original location or find spot of an object). Often the two terms are synonymous;
however, some researchers use вЂњprovenienceвЂќ to refer only to the exact location in a site where an artifact
was excavated, in contrast to вЂњprovenanceвЂќ which includes the artifact's complete documented history.
Johnston referred the audience to discussion of these terms at the web-sites of the Society of American
Archivists (http://www.archivists.org/glossary/term_details.asp?DefinitionKey=1567) and the City
University of New York, Brooklyn Anthropology Department
(http://depthome.brooklyn.cuny.edu/anthro/SCP50/archaeology/context.html).
Johnston concluded with a brief list of basic object documentation that all museums should consider,
including the legal documentation of gift, correspondence and history of the object from the donor, proof
of purchase, accession records with ledger, catalog card/database print-out, receipts, incoming condition
report, photograph(s) of the object, tax forms, appraisals, copyright information, and exhibition and loan
history. She also referred to this topic in вЂњManual SystemsвЂќ by Kittu Longstreth-Brown in The New
Museum Registration Methods, edited by Rebecca Buck and Jean Allman Gilmore (Washington:
American Association of Museums, 1998).
Next, Lauren Silver discussed her experience in the visitor-centered 2004 show, Question. This
exhibition focused on actual remarks made by museum visitors such as: вЂњIs there such a thing as bad art?вЂќ
вЂњThis looks like something a child could do!вЂќ вЂњWhy is it in an art museum?вЂќ The exhibition engaged the
audience and encouraged them to be hands-on and вЂњminds-onвЂќ in their interactive exploration of objects
and ideas. It also sought to emphasize the process of learning by questioning the museumвЂ™s authority as
arbiter of the вЂњtruthвЂќ about art, museums, and learning.
Silver stated that this experience was a challenge for the staff both in the process of planning and in
implementation because of diverse installation procedures. She finished by recommending the enrichment
and improvement of educational programming through the incorporation of classes, public programs,
satellite exhibitions, and installations in and around the museum.
Murl Riedel was the last panelist and presented вЂњthings that scare the staff.вЂќ This innovative project
focused on the objects in the collection intentionally avoided by the staff or continually highlighted in
вЂњbehind the scenesвЂќ tours because they possessed some characteristic that the staff considered scary and,
therefore, worthy of attention. The project was also a way of sharing a temporary Halloween-themed
exhibit with the community. The exhibition criteria were based on an objectвЂ™s ability to disturb a staff
member, and вЂњscarinessвЂќ was the only common denominator. A variety of objects, from horned furniture
to clown costumes, were accompanied by commentary authored by the staff member who found the piece
to be scary.
Riedel concluded by presenting a summary of goals achieved from this experience:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
It was an opportunity to display objects that rarely seemed to fit into other exhibitions
It gave the audience a new spin on the exhibit label format with more humanizing perceptions of
the staff working every day among those objects
The media loved a вЂњseason appropriateвЂќ exhibition focusing on an increasingly popular holiday
It is always good for the museum to renew the attention of the critics
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All panelists presented very complete and illustrative PowerPointв„ў presentations. No handouts were
delivered but the panelists offered to send their presentations by email upon request.
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The session was opened with greetings and introductions by Kathleen Crain, She became experienced
with shipping to Latin America when the MFA, Houston, launched their new department of Latin
American art in 2001. Between the museumвЂ™s acquisition of four hundred new Latin American works of
art and fifteen subsequent exhibitions, she has become well-versed in the issues surrounding shipping to
and from this area. Crain recounted her experience with several shows.
The exhibition, Inverted Utopias, included 325 loans, 75% of which were from Latin American lenders in
eight countries. Crain described the difficulty she experienced exporting objects of national patrimony
from Mexico. This was overshadowed, however, by the shipping issues she faced in Brazil when the
customs officials went on strike or in Columbia where customs opened the crates to inspect for drugs and
allowed their drug-sniffing dogs to hunt through the works. This latter practice was evidenced by the
photograph of a crateвЂ™s inner packaging covered in dog prints.
Drug inspections are a possible scenario when shipping to and from Columbia. Heavily armed guards are
everywhere, and casually taking photographs at the airport is forbidden. Although her camera was not
confiscated, Crain cued a slide of another photograph in which a guard on the tarmac was pointing
menacingly towards her as she photographed her shipment being loaded. Crain cautioned that shipmens
definitely need to be couriered, and a reliable agent should be used. During her shipment, a mistake in the
paperwork resulted in her being detained in Columbia for thirty hours with a total of eight hours being
spent trying to clear customs.
Between the language barriers and the customs challenges, Crain urged those planning on shipping to or
from Latin America to give themselves more lead time than for the typical project. Not only must one
deal with the cultural difference between North and South America, but one must also deal with the many
differences between the Latin American countries themselves.
Cintia Mezza next offered a Latin American registrarвЂ™s perspective. Established through the donation of
a private collection in 2001, the Constantini Collection faces the challenges of a small, non-profit
institution. Like many Latin American museums, they encountered real budgetary challenges with
courier expenses when they launched their traveling exhibition program in 2003.
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To illustrate this, Mezza cited their exhibition, Open Eye Dreaming: Dada and Surrealism, which
involved three couriers. It was difficult for the museum to budget for the courier expenses, which
included business class airfare, hotel expenses, and ten-days per diem. To offer a context for the standard
$75 a day per diem, Mezza compared it to the entire monthly minimum-wage salary in some Latin
American countries.
Mezza surveyed her colleagues in other Latin American museums and found that standard courier
expenses differed greatly by country. Most Mexican and Argentinean museums neither require business
class tickets for their couriers nor provide them for their foreign couriers. In her own city of Buenos
Aires, it has been MezzaвЂ™s experience that museums negotiate courier expenses and class of ticket on a
case-by-case basis. Per diem rates vary greatly since the cost of living varies so dramatically across Latin
America. The average seems to be $50-60 in many areas, with Mexico ranking the lowest with $35 and
Brazil ranking the most expensive with no less than $70.
Museums strive to maintain couriering standards and practices, but must also accommodate a certain
degree of flexibility. While designating a qualified museum professional for this important function is a
priority, the courier can also be the first role to be dropped in the face of budget restrictions.
Like Crain, Mezza pointed out that there are huge differences in the shipping procedures of the various
Latin American countries. To end her presentation, she shared a story about her own courier experience
with a shipment bound for the US out of neighboring Brazil. Her crates were palletized for a Monday
morning shipment at the airport on Friday afternoon. Upon her return on Monday to courier the
shipment, she was informed by officials that there had been room on the Saturday flight, so they decided
to send them on that flight without bothering to contact the courier!
RubГ©n MendГ©z, also of Buenos Aires, next offered the perspective of a Latin American shipper. His
family-owned business works jointly with agents in other Latin American countries. He often negotiates
with these lenders on behalf of organizing museums in North America and Europe and travels to them to
pack the works for shipment and to be in contact with the local authorities regarding export.
The common logistical problems that typically arise include insufficient insurance, capacity issues of
aircraft, routing issues, and long delays at airports in adverse conditions. More complicated issues
involve the failure of lenders to honor agreements, promises that are not met, and the denial to lend.
Complicating matters even further are private collectors who for tax purposes want to remain anonymous
and do not want insurance values to be revealed for export.
Like Crain, MendГ©z warned that the courier experience in Columbia can be quite stressful and to be
prepared for the police presence (airport police, military police, dogs, anti-narcotic police, customs
officials).
As a Latin American shipper working with other Latin American countries, MendГ©z credits a common
culture as an advantage. By the same token, understanding that problems are solved differently in the
various Latin American countries is important. He notes that stamina and the ability to work under
adverse conditions a definite requirement when working with Latin American shipments. Couriers can
face strikes, demonstrations, and indefinite delays. They must be armed with patience and plenty of time.
Guillermo Ovalle has experience organizing exhibitions in Latin America, including Brazil, Columbia,
Argentina and Mexico. He represents an American registrarвЂ™s perspective on shipping to Latin America.
Ovalle cited the cultural differences in communication as a stumbling block during the planning phases.
He specifically mentioned the difficulties in obtaining estimates and in confirming specific details about
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shipments and in the requirements of receiving agents. He advised not to rely on communicating via email. It is essential to forge a relationship with venders through direct communication and to follow up
on any shipping request with telephone calls.
Shipments and couriering in Latin America need to be approached with flexibility. Ovalle told about
being stuck with a shipment for two days during an anti-narcotic inspection in Bogota. The courier
presence is vital, and almost all situations can be resolved with a courier.
Often the equipment and conditions are not up to our standards (lack of climate control trucks and
forklifts, walking painting down steps, etc). However, these shortcomings are often made up for by an
experienced agent. Ovalle illustrated this by his dealings in Lima, Peru, with the Nancy Leigh Company.
Despite a lack of equipment, the agent personally oversaw every aspect, was in attendance for every step,
and knew the right people in the right places.
Ovalle described shipping to Latin America as a trying but rewarding experience. To date, he has shipped
1,000 objects with no damage to any work.
Carlos CГіrdova-Plaza offered his perspective on shipping from Mexico. Unlike some of the other Latin
American countries, the general customs procedure in Mexico is very easy owing to the trade
agreementвЂ”NAFTAвЂ”with Canada and the US.
CГіrdova-Plaza explained the more complicated procedure for exporting objects of great cultural
importance protected under Mexican national patrimony law. These include pre-Columbian and religious
art, as well as works by such major artists as Diego Rivera and Frieda Kahlo. These items cannot be
exported, traded, or sold outside of Mexico, and they require a special permit for temporary exportation
for cultural purposes from the National Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH). The lending
museumвЂ™s director or registrar must also be contacted for this permit.
When organizing an exhibition with loans from Mexico, CГіrdova-Plaza advised starting the request six
months in advance. In order to avoid hard feelings, he suggested contacting the lending museum at the
same time that INAH is contacted. CГіrdova-Plaza advised keeping a copy of the loan forms because of
the frequency with which they are lost. Insurance, he added, must be arranged two weeks to a month
prior or the permit will be denied.
It is more difficult to arrange temporary export from a private lender than a public collection since a bond
is required. It can often be very expensive, but there are legal ways to circumvent it.
David Epstein, President of Masterpiece International, represented the perspective of an American shipper
working with Latin America. In the few minutes remaining before the session closed, he briefly
recounted some of his many experiences in shipping from this area.
He opened by warning that it will be a process that will require much more time and money than
originally thought. He noted that in addition to the standard public museum or private loans, a number of
loans come from churches, which are much more difficult to coordinate
EpsteinвЂ™s advice included the following:
Вѓ
Вѓ
Вѓ
Expect drastic differences between estimates
Be prepared for flights not operating.
Have shipments arrive earlier than youвЂ™re planning: if you schedule them too close to your opening,
you stand a good chance of them not arriving in time
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Вѓ
Avoid over-size crates (maximum 63вЂќ) for service on wide-body planes (cargo service is much more
limited than in North America)
He also explained some idiosyncrasies in export procedures. In Peru, all works for export must be
insured for double their value in order to cover the lenderвЂ™s declared value and the governmentвЂ™s declared
value. In Brazil, export licenses for contemporary art are issued in one of two categories based on the age
and cultural significance of the work. In order to know how much time must be allowed for the
application (since it varies from two weeks to sixty days), one must determine into which category the
loan falls. This can be difficult due to the subjectivity of defining вЂњculturally significant.вЂќ In addition, all
materials accompanying the application (condition reports, insurance, and pro-forma invoice) must be
translated into Portuguese. Additionally, laws require that trading companies act as the exporter for
shipments with multiple lenders. These companies charge between 1-8% of the total value of the
shipment. It is also mandatory that liability insurance is provided by Brazilian companies.
Due to time constraints, no questions followed the session.
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Chair:
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Jeanne Hoel, President of the Board of the Museum Educators of Southern California (MESC),
introduced the panel and welcomed attendees to the session, which highlighted several networking
programs and facilitated discussion about technological trends and developments.
MESC is a nonprofit group dedicated to bringing greater diversity to museum education, strengthening
educators in their museums, and advocating for audiences. They use a centralized, web-based database to
better track participation, to cultivate membership, to alleviate workload, and to professionalize the
organization. On-line services augment meetings for membership living outside of the Los Angeles area.
Jeanne Hoel surveyed the audience to determine their clients and needs.
Redell Hearn, Founding Director of the Museum Studies program at New OrleansвЂ™ Southern University,
recounted the development of the program in 2002. Based on diversification and sponsored by funds
from Brown vs. Board of Education, it celebrated its first graduate in 2005.
At Southern University, a needs assessment survey indicated that more evening and weekend courses
were needed to accommodate working museum professionals. It was the only museum studies program
of its kind in the state, and they saw enrollment triple in the first three years. Next, they implemented an
on-line component using Blackboard as the course management system. A grant was written to provide
faculty training in the technical on-line processes. Shortly after the first hybrid courses were offered in
fall 2005, Hurricane Katrina hit the city. It completely dismantled the program offices. In the recovery
period after the storm, faculty and staff regrouped on-line and the on-line course format that they used
was widely adopted by the rest of the university as a means of continuing classes. Three students were
actually able to finish their degrees the semester after the hurricane, owing to the on-line format of the
program.
Ximena Varela spoke about her work with the Latin American Institute of Museums network (ILAM.org),
which was founded ten years ago in response to a need for training, access to information, and a culturally
relevant way to address problems of Latin American museum professionals.
ILAM also offers free access to a database of over 6,000 natural and cultural sites. It provides on-line
workshops and virtual internships, organizes thematic discussions, and offers access to training and
consulting opportunities.
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The site is a good example of how information has become democratized. Previously, the dissemination
of information about opportunities in the museum profession (employment, internships, grants,
conferences, etc) was highly politicized. The cultural ministers did not make information about these
opportunities available to the museum community outside of a few people in the national museums.
Challenges that ILAM has had to face include limited access to the internet for many Latin Americans
and a high amount of computer illiteracy. As a way of keeping the site user-friendly, ILAM uses a very
simplified version of Blackboard. It is necessary to keep materials compatible with lower-operating
systems/low band-width. Given the audience, the site is in Spanish. Pending funding, there are plans to
also offer an English version.
Levon Jihanian discussed Web 2.0 as a trend that is changing the way that we look at the Internet.
Whereas it used to be the role of the webmaster to organize content and images and publish pages,
everyone can now contribute to the network with 2.0 via blogs, wikis, Flickr, etc.
Wikis (the communal gathering of information that can be edited by others) demonstrate a truly
democratic way of sharing information. Everyone is putting content out on the web. Something needs to
organize it, and that is done through such things as tags, syndication feeds, and social networks. We all
organize it.
Jihanian used YouTube as an example of how this is achieved. One user posts video and assigns a
description, a category, and other descriptive tags. Other users can do any number of things to this
content: embed code that allows them to link that same video into their own pages, subscribe to all of
another userвЂ™s videos, contribute to video content by adding comments, flag it as inappropriate, etc.
Jihanian pointed out that this is not a new technological innovation. The technology has been there, but
what is new is that it is used in a much more decentralized, organic way. Examples are WetPaint (your
own wikis), Blogger (blog tool), Moveable Type (blog tool), and GoingOn (social networking).
Questions were taken. In response to an inquiry about listservs and how much people use them, Jihanian
replied that from his standpoint (as designer), none of his clients use listservs, since there is no aesthetic
design component required. He felt that they are on the way out, that newer technologies allow you to do
more.
The panelists commented on the idea of authority on Web 2.0. The panelists remarked that this is a big
concern. He did not think that a lot of authority is needed. That is what makes it democratic. It
encourages discourse. Hearn said that there are guidelines in the Southern University program regarding
citation etc. Students express their opinions freely in discussion rooms at Southern University. When it
comes to reference materials, however, they have to subscribe to strict guidelines.
A question was raised about the susceptibility of certain sites to hacking. Jihanian noted that there is
always a risk when you allow people to include information. It doesnвЂ™t happen simply by using the
system, but a hacker can get a web-user to download spy-ware or a virus. They prey on peopleвЂ™s egos.
For example, they will offer a tool to let you see everyone who is accessing your page. This tool doesnвЂ™t
exist. Instead, it will log your keystrokes to record your password. LinkedIn, the MySpace equivalent for
professionals, would be a better alternative.
On-line Resources
MESC: Museum Educators of Southern California
http://www.mesconline.org
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Southern University at New Orleans, Master of Arts in Museum Studies
http://www.suno.edu/academic_affairs/colleges/mams.html
ILAM: Instituto Latinoamericano de Museos
http://www.ilam.org
Blackboard: (enables classes to be hosted on the web)
http://www.blackboard.com
Flickr (online photo management and sharing application)
http://www.flickr.com
YouTube (online videos)
http://www.youtube.com
Wet Paint (online wiki creation)
http://www.wetpaint.org
Blog publishing tools
http://www.blogger.com
http://www.moveabletype.com
Social networks
http://www.GoingOn.com
http://www.MySpace.com
http://www.LinkedIn.com
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Katherine Reagan began the session by introducing herself and welcomed the attendees on behalf of the
Rare Books and Manuscripts Section (RBMS) of the American Library Association. Reagan is the
immediate past president of RBMS, while presenter Christian Dupont is the incoming president. Reagan
described how RBMS is like a sibling to museums, stating that the two share common values. In
introducing the session, two key questions were posed for consideration:
вЂў
вЂў
Where do the goals between libraries, archives and museums converge, and where do they differ?
What are the opportunities for collaboration among libraries, archives and museums, especially
relating to exhibits?
Dupont spoke about the RBMS conference that was held in June 2006. The conference, entitled
вЂњLibraries, Archives and Museums in the 21st Century: Intersecting Missions, Converging Futures?вЂќ, was
sponsored by IMLS. The conference was the result of a $93,000 IMLS grant and hosted 364 attendees
over three days. Interest in the topic was confirmed when 352 applications were received for 33 available
scholarships to attend the meeting.
Dupont described some of the background conversations that took place prior to the 2006 conference.
They included the 1988 RBMS conference, вЂњMuseum of the Book,вЂќ which looked at the ways in which
special collections within libraries relate their holdings both as texts and as artifacts. In 1996, IMLS was
formed in order to bring together the administration of federal grant programs supporting both libraries
and museums. In 2004, a вЂњ21st-Century CuratorshipвЂќ conference enabled curators from both museums and
libraries to discuss their roles. The Research Library Group held a membersвЂ™ forum, вЂњThree Ring Circus,
One Big Show,вЂќ in 2005 to discuss the convergence of museums and libraries. Finally, Dupont discussed
the Committee on Archives, Libraries, and Museums, a joint committee of AAM, the American Library
Association, and the Society of American Archivists, which meets at the annual meetings of each of the
three above-mentioned organizations. Some of the topics covered by these conferences have included the
cultural roles of libraries, archives, and museums, collaborations, including audience and access issues,
legal issues surrounding cultural heritage collections, curatorial crossover and building collections, and
educational needs and trends for library, archives, and museum professionals.
Quotes from those who attended the 2006 conference attempted to answer the questions about intersecting
missions and converging futures, but no clear consensus emerged. Attendees held widely varying
opinions. Dupont concluded that the missions of libraries, archives, and museums do overlap but perhaps
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do not converge. However, he stated that opportunities for collaboration are plentiful and should be
encouraged.
Reed spoke next and posed the question, вЂњDoes it matter whether libraries, archives and museums are
converging?вЂќ вЂњNot really,вЂќ she said. Her remarks focused on highlighting the positive encounters among
libraries, archives, and museums. She pointed out the different ways in which people use cultural
collections in museums versus libraries and archives. She showed images of people standing in a gallery
viewing works of art and then images of people seated at tables in a reading room using archival or
library materials. Reed gave several examples of collaborations among museums, archives, and libraries,
many of which were exhibitions. For example, the Antiquity of Photography exhibit was curated by
collections curators in a research library and the EnsorвЂ™s Graphic Modernism exhibit demonstrated a
regular practice to integrate research collections into exhibits. Reed stressed that the ways in which
institutions collect and exhibit is changing, but more interesting and important are the ways in which
collections are shown and made meaningful. She stated that the distinction between items as artifacts or
documents is a silly one; all items have both research value and exhibit value.
Whiteman was the final speaker of the session and focused on an exhibit, The World from Here:
Treasures of the Great Libraries of Los Angeles, which ran from 2001-2002. A total of 32 institutions
loaned materials for the exhibit which was comprised of eight thematic sections such as printing history,
architecture, and domestic subjects. The exhibit was an excellent example of different types of
repositories coming together for a common goal.
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AAM Standards and Best Practices for U.S. Museums
Tuesday, May 15, 2007
Chair:
Elizabeth Merritt, Director, Museum Advancement and Excellence, American
Association of Museums, Washington, DC
Presenters:
Jim Hakala, Assistant Director, University of Colorado Museum, Boulder, CO
James Welu, Director, Worcester Art Museum, MA
Reviewer:
Cristin J. Waterbury, Registrar/Collections Manager, Wisconsin Maritime Museum,
Manitowoc, WI
Elizabeth Merritt introduced the session, which addressed the process of how AAM standards and best
practices are developed and approved, where they come from, and how people can become involved. She
emphasized that AAM standards are the result of collaboration among many museum professionals who
come together to discuss issues with one another. Eventually, they reach a consensus about the
expectations and standards in a particular facet of museum operations. AAM provides the forum for such
discussions and disseminates the information to the field. Merritt cited AAMвЂ™s Code of Ethics for
Museums, the Accreditation Program, and codes of ethics established through AAM Standing
Professional Committees, such as the Registrars Committee.
Standards are defined as вЂњgenerally accepted levels of attainment that all museums are expected to
achieve.вЂќ Accreditation standards have sometimes functioned as universal standards. Best practices are
вЂњcommendable actions and philosophies that demonstrate awareness of standards, successfully solve
problems, can be replicated, and that museums may choose to emulate if appropriate.вЂќ Best practices were
compared to вЂњextra creditвЂќ and are made available through the Ethics Committee/Task Force of the AAM
Board, the Accreditation Program, and AAM Standing Professional Committees. AAM Standards
statements are available through documents such as Code of Ethics for Museums, published by AAM in
2000, and Characteristics of Excellence for U.S. Museums, a handout provided at the session. The
handout listed the characteristics both formally and in вЂњplain EnglishвЂќ using phrases such as вЂњKnow what
stuff you haveвЂќ under the heading of Collections Stewardship. Merritt also stressed that standards need to
come from within the museum field, or they will be imposed from outside, as occurred with NAGPRA.
James Welu, Chair of the Accreditation Committee, spoke about AAMвЂ™s accreditation program, which
has been in existence for 35 years. The accreditation standards have been designed to be achievable for all
museums, regardless of size or type. Many different types of museums were involved in developing the
standards, which are evaluated against each institutionвЂ™s individual mission. Welu emphasized that,
during the accreditation process, commissioners read every document, policy, and procedure, and that the
process is extremely thorough. Commissioners represent various regions and fields within museums.
Welu emphasized that standards should focus on outcomes and be broad enough to be applicable to all
museums.
Jim Hakala spoke next and used the AAM Committee on Education (EDCOM) as a case study to
demonstrate the establishment of standards and best practices. In 1990, EDCOMвЂ™s professional standards
for museum education were first set forth; the current version was published in 2005. The original format
for the document was a checklist, specifically designed with small museums in mind. In 2001, the
standards were revised, and the decision was made to also include best practices. As a result, a task force
was established. A draft of the document was circulated at the 2001 AAM Annual Meeting, followed by
subsequent drafts which the EDCOM Board reviewed and ultimately accepted. Hakala referred to two
handouts that were distributed to session attendees: AAM Standards and Best Practices for Museum
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Educators and AAM Standards and Best Practices Regarding Museum Education. These draft handouts
were developed by the AAM Committee on Education.
The session concluded with opportunities for attendee feedback, specifically regarding the draft
documents provided by EDCOM. Attendees were asked to read through the documents, think about their
application to our specific museums, talk with our neighbors, and submit both written and/or verbal
comments and questions.
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The Archimedes Palimpsest: From Pen to Pixel
Tuesday, May 15, 2007
Chair: Will Noel, Curator, Manuscripts and Rare Books, The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, MD
Presenters:
Michael B. Toth, Program Management/Systems Integration, R.B. Toth Associates,
Oakton, VA
Roger L. Easton, Jr., Chief Imaging Scientist, Rochester Institute of Technology, NY
Doug Emery, Data Manager, Emery IT, Baltimore, MD
Reviewer:
Katherine Weikert, Assistant Registrar, Portland Art Museum, Portland, OR
Will Noel introduced the program and the history of the Palimpsest. The manuscript was written in the
10th century and taken from the library in Constantinople sometime after 1204. In the early 13th century, a
scribe washed and scraped the writing from the page (a process called palimpsesting) and, at a 90 degree
angle over the original writing, copied a liturgical text. The manuscript was lost to history until 1906
when a historian вЂњdiscoveredвЂќ it in a Constantinople monastery. Sometime after 1938, forged Byzantine
icons were painted atop the manuscript. It was removed from the monastery under unknown
circumstances and was thought to be in private French hands for most of the 20th century. It resurfaced at
auction in 1998 and was purchased by an anonymous American collector for $2 million. At that time, it
was considered a relic without any research interest.
The text landed on NoelвЂ™s desk in 1999. A research team was assembled and funding came from the
owner to retrieve the original text. Abigail Quandt, Head of Book and Paper Conservation at the Walters
Art Museum, took charge of the conservation. It took four years to dissemble the text. ArchimedesвЂ™s text
was written through the spine, so particular care had to be taken in dismantling the manuscript.
Additionally, the document had suffered from major mold damage sometime after 1906 (gauging by
photographs taken at that time.)
Upon disassembling, the first text traced on the first page was ArchimedesвЂ™s work On Floating Bodies. As
research continued, they also found the earliest symbol of a circle in the history of western mathematics,
the only transcribed texts of two speeches of Hyperides, and Alexander of AphrodisiasвЂ™ lost commentary
on AristotleвЂ™s Categories. The text of the 13th-century scribe, including his name and the date that text
was written (Johannes Myronas, April 29, 1229) was also retrieved.
Mike Toth spoke next on the challenges of an integrated team. These included organizing a team based
from Budapest to Japan; maintaining priorities and processes through a long-term task; changing with a
dynamic environment (as technology and the world changed greatly though the eight-year project); and
shifting with altering requirements as the project advanced.
For the management of the team, Toth espoused the following practices:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Communicate with all stakeholders and users and include clearly defined roles for everyone
Define and implement phases of the project
Seek agile management with a flexible and nonproprietary approach and defined, open standards
Clearly define the end product
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With an eye to the end users, who are the public via the Archimedes PalimpsestвЂ™s website, the keys to the
production of the digital data included:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Program management: establish effective planning, integration, milestones, and standards
throughout the course of the program
Multi-spectral imaging: incorporate imaging and image processing technologies into integrated
capabilities that meet defined spectral and spatial requirements
Data management: integrate data for Internet publication with refined metadata and processes for
validating the data into a central repository and archive
The projected end date for the Archimedes Palimpsest project is October 29, 2008.
Roger Easton spoke on the imaging. Over nine years, the technology has improved significantly. After a
few different techniques were tried, including imaging so that the Archimedes text showed up in white,
they were able to image the document so that the Archimedes text showed up in red whilst the thirteenth
century prayer book images appeared in black. This was done at the request of scholars, as it enables them
to more easily read the texts and differentiate one text from the other.
The pages with the 20th-century forgeries provided a particular challenge, but these were eventually
imaged using x-ray fluorescence (XRF) technology. This protocol enabled measuring the elemental
energy emitted from particular particles (i.e., gold from the paint, calcium from the page, iron from the
ink, etc.).
Doug Emery spoke at length about the data management and the web processes. He was brought into the
project in the fall of 2005 to steward a FileMaker Proв„ў database collecting the metadata from the project
and to integrate the images into the database. The plan was to distribute the database as a set of flat text
files so that it was completely accessible, used open standards, and was possible for anyone to utilize for
any purpose. The first part of the plan was metadata collection: the optical imaging information was
collected with Excelв„ў spreadsheets, and the images themselves were put into a created database via
FileMaker Proв„ў that allowed collection of the XRF data. Once the Excelв„ў sheet was completed, it was
distributed with each image.
An XML scheme was developed to connect the scholarsвЂ™ translations to the image itself. An annotation
XML file was created as a description of the areas on the image, and a resource XML file provides detail
about a specific image.
The presentation of the text of the Palimpsest is complicated by the way in which the text is presented
within the actual document; for example, one common notation in the text is a dot where a word is
abbreviated. In Internet Explorerв„ў this character comes up as a box and in Mozilla Firefoxв„ў the dot
appears to the side of the line. The decision was made to use Unicode as it encompasses all languages in
its character sets. The main goals in using Unicode were to disseminate the images and transcriptions in
as transportable a way as possible, to make it possible to map from the transcription to the image and vice
versa, and to provide programmatic access to the text.
One question as to tests on the inks was posed at the end of the session. Noel replied that a whole battery
of tests were done on the inks and the document at the Canadian Conservation Institute in Toronto and
that one of the best ways to test the ink was with the x-ray fluorescence technique utilized to image the
text.
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On-line and Published Resources
The Archimedes Palimpsest:
http://www.archimedespalimsest.org
Miller, Mary K.
2007 вЂњReading Between the Lines,вЂќ Smithsonian Magazine, 37 (12):58-64
http://www.smithsonian.com/issues/2007/march/archimedes.htm
Netz, Reviel, and William Noel
2007 The Archimedes Codex: How a Medieval Prayer Book Is Revealing the True Genius of
AntiquityвЂ™s Greatest Scientist. Cambridge and New York: De Capo Press.
Wilson, Nigel
2004 вЂњThe Archimedes Palimpsest: A Progress Report.вЂќ The Journal of the Walters Art Museum,
vol. 62.
http://www.archimedespalimpsest.org/scholarship_intro1.html
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Fair Use? Current Intellectual-Property Thinking
Wednesday, May 16, 2007
Chair:
Mary LaGue, Registrar, Art Museum of Western Virginia, Roanoke, VA
Presenters:
Megan Bryant, Registrar, Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey Plaza, Dallas, TX
Rachelle Brown, Assistant General Counsel, Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D.C.
Eve Sinaiko, Director of Publications, College Art Association, New York, NY
Reviewer:
Katherine Weikert, Assistant Registrar, Portland Art Museum, Portland, OR
The session focused on current issues and rulings on fair use. Megan Bryant spoke from the viewpoint of
an institution whose images are often used under fair use; Rachelle Brown spoke about recent court cases
pertinent to fair use and copyright; Eve Sinaiko closed the session by speaking about fair use from the
perspective of an image user.
Megan Bryant began by defining the four factors of fair use: purpose, nature, amount, and effect. A fair
use of intellectual property does not have to encompass all four factors, but the factors are weighed
individually by use. Bryant dispelled some common myths about fair use: educational use, non-profit use,
and credited use do not automatically equal fair use.
BryantвЂ™s institution tries to balance fair use and licensing. They must protect the museumвЂ™s interests but
also consider the needs and rights of potential users. If the museum discovers unapproved use of their
material, they will weigh its use against the four factors. If it is a fair use, they will make a record of its
use and ask for a credit or acknowledgement. If the use is a clear infringement upon their copyright, they
will contact the user and offer a license for the use or a cease-and-desist letter. Any fees charged are
determined by the extent of use, and the money goes into a restricted fund for collections support.
In recent years, YouTube has been a problem. For example, a film recently acquired by the Sixth Floor
Museum at Dealey Plaza was given a limited media release and watermarked with the museumвЂ™s logo in
the corner of the image. Within hours of the initial release, there were dozens of postings of the film on
YouTube. The museum submitted a series of takedown requests and, as of May 11, 2007, there were 16
postings of the video on YouTube, down from an initial number of over 50.
Rachelle Brown addressed case law pertaining to rights infringement. Brown warned that since fair use is
determined on a case-by-case basis, no specific case would provide an answer but this review would help
to illustrate current thought in fair use.
The Blanch v. Koons case (467 F.3d 244 2nd Cir. 2006) was discussed as an example of how fair use was
determined through the courts. The courts found that KoonsвЂ™ use in a painting of a published photograph
by the photographer Blanch constituted fair use as per the four factors:
вЂў
вЂў
The purpose was considered transitive
The photo has been published (this factor, in favor of Blanch, was not found to weigh as much as
the other three factors)
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вЂў
вЂў
Koons only used the legs, feet, and shoes from the image, and his painted altered their orientation
from that in the original photograph
Blanch had not published the license to the photograph prior to the magazineвЂ™s use, and KoonsвЂ™
use of her image did not harm her career or the value of the original photograph
In recent cases, museums are generally not being sued for copyright infringement and, if so, they are
generally settling out of court. Lessons for museums include:
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
вЂў
Be conscious of an imageвЂ™s use in its contextвЂ”whether itвЂ™s for commercial or educational use
Be more aggressive in determining if a use is fair, and process a use license if it is not
If in doubt, ask permissionвЂ”it will not be held against you if a use is eventually considered fair
Be aware that the courts are willing to read bad faith into lack of asking permission
Eve Sinaiko focused on intellectual property from the viewpoint of the user. Like Bryant, she
recommended streamlining how one charges for use, including assessing what it costs to administer the
fees: are you using your time in a cost efficient way?
The most common assertion of fair use comes when there is no way to trace any rights holders to an
image (considered an вЂњorphanedвЂќ work). For example, an author wanted to publish a photograph from a
Look magazine from the 1950s as part of an article in Art Bulletin. The photograph was of a sculpture by
an anonymous 20th-century African artist. There was no credit for the photographer or the sculptor. There
were multiple layers of copyright holders: the African sculptor, the photographer, and whoever held the
interest in Look magazine (which is out-of-print). After establishing who held the interest in Look
magazine, the current owners had no idea who held copyright to the image or any information about the
photographer or the sculptor. At that point due diligence had been served, and there was little chance that
anyone would step forward to assert his rights. The author decided to publish the image as part of his
piece in Art Bulletin. Ms. Sinaiko espoused publishing under circumstances such as this, because if not
we move towards iconoclasm, which benefits no one.
On-line Resources
Indiana University Copyright Management Center
http://www.copyright.iupui.edu
Indiana University Copyright Management Center, Checklist for Fair Use
http://copyright.iupui.edu/checklist.htm
Stanford University LibrariesвЂ”Copyright and Fair Use
http://fairuse.stanford.edu
Chilling Effects Clearing House, Frequently Asked Questions
http://www.chillingeffects.org/copyright/faq.cgi
US Copyright OfficeвЂ”Fair Use
http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html
The Fair Use Network
http://fairusenetwork.org
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Published Resources
Bielstein, Susan
2006 Permissions, A Survival Guide: Blunt Talk about Art as Intellectual Property. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.
Shapiro, Michael et al.
1999 A Museum Guide to Copyright and Trademark. Washington, D.C.: American Association
of Museums.
Zorich, Diane M.
2003
Developing Intellectual Property Policies: A How-To Guide for Museums. Canadian
Heritage Information Network (CHIN) and the National Initiative for a Networked
Cultural Heritage (NINCH).
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The
List of Fellowship Sponsors
Barthco International, Inc.
Crozier Fine Arts
514 Kaiser Drive
Folcroft, PA 19032
Telephone: 1-888-BARTHCO (Toll Free)
Telephone: 610-461-3200 (Main)
Fax: 610-461-3250
Website: www.barthco.com
Corporate Headquarters
525 W. 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Telephone: 1-800-822-ARTS (Toll Free)
Telephone: 212-741-2024 (Main)
Fax: 212-243-5209
Website: www.crozierfinearts.com
DeWitt Stern Group, Inc.
Masterpiece International, Ltd.
Corporate Headquarters
420 Lexington Avenue
Suite 2700
New York, NY 10170
Telephone: 212-867-3550
Fax: 212-949-2293
Website: www.dewittstern.com
Corporate Headquarters
39 Broadway
14th Floor
New York, NY 10006
Telephone: 212-825-4800
Fax: 212-825-7010
Website: www.masterpieceintl.com
Rock-It Cargo
Zamprelli Fine Arts
Los Angeles
5438 West 104th Street
Los Angeles, California 90045
Telephone: 1-800-973-1-LAX (Toll Free)
Telephone: 310-410-0935 (Main)
Fax: 310-410-0628
Website: www.rockitcargo.com
Contact: Doris Zamprelli
P.O. Box 9088
Bardonia, NY 10954
Phone: 845-624-6430
Fax: 845-624-6431
Email: [email protected]
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